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CAN WE PASS THEM?
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WHEN PA SITS DOWN ON THE CARPET TACK YOU HAD SO CAREF ULLY
THER, THE MAIN TRAGEDY IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWS.
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LAW

EXTRA SESSION

NEEDED

THUS

RATIFICATION

BY

TO BE CALLED

IT UP TO CONGRESS

PUTS

LIKELY BECOME

WILL

WHICH

TO

DURING

EFFECTIVE

W00DR0W WILSON

INEW REVENUES THUS DERIVED

NOTHING DOING UNTIL WEDNESDAY

AMOUNT TO

MAY

IS WHAT WISE ONES ARE SAYING

5100,000,000

ft1 ronton, X. J., Feb.
Wie?.
Washington, Feb. :!. An Income
is one of the provisions of the ernor Wilson heard today lhat Ilia
New Mexico legislature plant.id t
Constitution of the. United Stales.
wrest from New Jersey the uonor of
of
the
ratification
today
Wyoming's
stale .j ratify
income tax amendment the sixteenth being the thirty-sixtchange in the constitution and the lie Income tax amendment to the nafirst since the reconstruction com- tional constitution, he expressed re-istates three
that his ut ile had not acted soonpleted a list of thirty-sifourths of the I'nion, which have ap er. The New Jersey house recently
passed the measure and sentinieat in
proved the provision
Congress now will enact a law to the senate is reported lavonb'.j to it.
The governor would like to seo the
h vy the tax and It probably will be-- j
senate in session before S o clock
come effective during the extra-ordisession to be called by President-night, the hour to which it adjourned
by resolution on Friday,
elect Wilson in March. The tax
self, its provisions and its limitations; "I'm afraid there is no legal way
'to do it, however," he said.
are left to congress.
The governor intends, however, to
The new law probably would super-- !
sede the corporation tax and provide communicate with senate leader? to
actum at tonight's
for a tax on all incomes above $5,000, insure prompt
although there has been some senti- meeting.
THESE FOR IT.
ment in favor of making the limit as!
Washington, I). C, Feb. 3. The
low as $1,000. Congressional leaders!
who have been preparing for the final following is the list of states which
ratification by slates each year esti-- ratified the income tax amendment:
mate an income tax would bring In. Alabama, Arkansas, Arizona,
$100,nti0,ono a year to the gov-- ! f'ornia, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho,
nois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Now that, the tax is provided by! Montana, Maryland, Maine, Missouri,
the constitution, the proposed excise Nebraska, Nevada, New York, North
tax, framed by the Democratic lead-- j Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
ers in 1912 to meet the supreme court Oregon, South Carolina, South
Wiscou-ta- x
which held a former income kota, Texas, Washington,
will be dropped sin, Ohio, Louisiana, West Virgania,
unconstitutional,
and some of lis provisions may be in- - Wyoming.
THESE REJECTED IT.
eluded in the new law.
The following rejected: Connect!-men- t
West. Virginia ratified the amend-- ,
last week. One house in New; cut, New Hampshire, liliode Island,
Jersey and one in New Mexico have' Utah.
No act inn or only partially action,
approved it. Wyoming's ratification
was taken in the eight oilier states.
was wholly unexpected at this time.
LITTLE DELAWARE. TOO.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
Dover, Del., Feb. :;. Relieving that
Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. 3. Not a dissenting vole was registered in either Delaware would make the thirty-sixthouse of the Wyoir.iV.g legislature ihis state to ratify the teclerai income tax
forenoon on the joint resolution ratif. amendment, and thus make it effective
ing the income tax amendment to tha the legislature rushed through a Joint
resolution ratifying the amendment.
federal constitution.
was
The resolution of ratification
According to the speaker of the
introduced in the senate by Senator house of representatives, of the
and was taking the usual ware legislature, final legislative
until the legislators learned ion on the joint resolution ratifying
,iint 0,,ly one Bla'e WaS ,leeue ' lu "le ProPUBt'u uiiiwiuiueiii was luneu
The
lliake tle amendment effective. There- - at 1:05 o'clock this morning.
lupon. when the senate met this morn- - senate met at 10:30 a. m., and soon
Kendrick moved the roboiu- afterward passed the resolution. With- tion be taken up under a suspension in five minutes after its receipt from
of the rules and voted upon. This was the senate, the house acted favorably
done and immediately forwardfd to upon the measure. The action of both
the house where it was expedited houses was unanimous
There was no knowledge of any ac- through, the vote being complete' at.
10:45. The resolution is now on its tion by Wyoming on the question and
of
way to tne governor for his sitjna- - Delaware is claiming thevotehonor
in favor
ure.
having cast the deciding
After passing the income tax am- - or the amendment.
WAS DELAWARE AHEAD?
lendment the house then took up and
massed the resolution authorizir.r; the
Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. 3. When his
direct election of United Stakv-- sen attention was called to the claim of
ators, also unanimously. Th senalo Delaware to having passed the decidresolution before it.
ing vote of ratification of the income
l,as
tax amendment, Speaker Pratt of tin
HOW IT PASSED.
Under a suspension of the rules bouse said:
both houses of the Wyoming legisla- "Well, if they passed their redolulure this morning passed the joint; (ion at 1:55 their time they beat us.
resolution ratifying the Income taxi as we took action at 10:15 here.
to the federal const itu- ever, the honor is too trifling to quae-tioThe resolution was passed una- - rel about, and anyway, thev haven't
had as much of a scrap as wo have.'
tiimously in the senate.
Gov-Ui-

"Can we pass 'em over the govern- - postage shall be piovided for the use:
or's veto, if we have to?" This is, ii;ci the several district attorneys, the
be paid, upon
effect, what some of the old guard are actual cost thereof to
reaccounts
verified
by the
approved
ol
the
a
as
result
wondering today
out of the court fund of;
ported agreement of the joint commit- district judge,
tees on nuance concerning the county the several counties of each district,connsalaries and district attorney salaries in the same proportion that such
measures which those who assert they ties respectively contribute to the
attor-- '
are on the inside, say will he thrown payment of salaries of district
to
be
as
hereinafter
the
prescribed
of
neys
on
arena
Wednesday
into the
paid.
present week.
Sec. 2. No district attorney shall
Whether or not an agreement has
been reached that Is satisfactory to receive to his own use any salary, fees
all parties to the conference, will be or emoluments other than as herein
No other or additional aldetermined only when these two prescribed.
made or paid for or
highly important measures come upilowance shall be
It is a on account of any assistant or assist- for debate and amendment.
matter of common knowledge that the ants heretofore or hereafter appoint-county salaries bill is not pleasing to ed by the district attorney.
Sec. :i. The salaries of all district
one and all of the county officials.
Some of them, on the contrary, are rtlorneys shall be paid by the state:
openly displeased because they think out of any funds in the state treasury,)
that this county or that county, are, except those reserved for payment of;
interest upon the public debt. Such!
shown favors.
to
the
salaries shall be paid quarterly, dat- a
is
there
report
Moreover
county
the
some
of
jng from the time when said officers
effect that unless
officials are giveu a different deal in respectively qualified, upon warrants
the bill when it finally is enacted, drawn by the state auditor upon the
there will be political war medicine Mate treasurer.
Sec. 4. The several counties in the
between the said county officials and
their representatives in the legisla- state shall respectively contribute to
the payment of the salaries of the;
tare.
It was a shrewd political move on!- district attorneys, per annum, as fol-the part of the managers for one Al- ji0ws:
Hun-Santa Fe county, Seventeen
bert Bacon Fall, the many times elect-- j
Dollars.
S.
U.
and
to
senate,
the
thatjdred
senator
ed
Fifty
ses- San Juan county, Six Hundred and
got his case out of the way this
loomFifty Dollars.
sion, before the salary question
Six Hundred
Rj0 Arriba county,
ed so big on the horizon for the indisalDollars.
cationB are that the row over the
Bernalillo county, Two Thousand
ary proposition, will be the biggest
row of the present session.
dollars.
McKihley county, Six Hundred Dol-iMembers of the finance committees
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NC0M E TAX IS

THE DAV IN CONGRESS.

MAY RESUME

'

SENATE.
X Convened at noon.
V
William TV Webb, of Teunes- - X
most instances, assert that all isjiars.
trou-- i
see succeeding Senator Saunders X
county, Four Hundred
gandoval
lovely and that there ,vill "oe i.'o
One Dollars.
and Morris Shephard, of Texas, V
ble about the salary question.
Senator Johnston,
member said that the committees had
rj0na Ana county, Twelve Hundred
succeeding
were sworn in.
worked so hard on these two bills, to Dollars,
t
Torrance county, Five Hundred
Pension committee recommend- - Xj
'the exclusion of all other business,
to V
ert nensinn of 175 monthly
there could not be trouble over )ars.
the measures since everyone had been: Lincoln county Seven Hundred and
widow of Lieutenant General X
Dollars.
Tfl MAKE
Arthur McArthur.
given a hearing and every precaution
lllCIV
' nfty
BALKAN ALLlto
LlfttLT lU MAIE
otero county, Eight Hundred Dol- - HOUSE PASSES SENATE JOINT REtaken to safe guard both the office
Senator O'Gorman introduced X
PADTIIDI
rrrflDT ITfl
lars.
holder and the public.
oiinnrur
amendment to rivers and harbors
IU urn iuiiu
dUrnLITlL, LITUni
SUSPENSION
UNDER
to
Si
SOLUTION
It is said that the county salary bill
San Miguel county, Seventeen Hun
for
bill
$850,000
appropriation
will contain practically the figures dred and Fifty Dollars.
ADRIANOPLE, UNLESS IT IS SUR
straighten Harlem river ship
BEFORE
SHORTLY
RULES
OF
Mexican
New
Hundred
Nine
the
Daily
Si
(county,
by
published
canal.
Guadalupe
RENDERED.
last week and that the classification Dollars.
committee
Postoffice
began Xj
THREE O'CLOCK TODAY.
of comities would be made on that
Mora county, Six Hundred Dollars.
of postollice ap- - X
consideration
basis.
Chaves county, Twelve Hundred and
propriation bill delegating to a X
The district attorneys bill is prac Fifty Dollars.
an amendment to X TURKS ARE ENRAGED
IS
MEXICO
Dol- NEW
tically complete but it is saia mai a
Edjy county, One Thousand
Drovide selection of postmastei'3
few minor changes had been agreed lars
AT PASHA'S MURDER
RIGHT IN LINE1; by primaries.
upon and would be inserted beforecurry county, Seven Hundred and
XI
new
for
bill
Passed
providing
the measure finally left the commit- Fifty Dollars,
Xj
system of army court martials.
The war between
tee.
Roosevelt
county, Five Hundred
fclnJIiiiofu nrmmiHsn fnvnrnhlv VI l.ondon, Feb.
Interest today in the New Mexico v
.......
m
At all events, it seems assured, Dollars,
n
Unlearn Greece Monte- -nouse
uiu
rivihk
renorieu
wuh
at 7
that the present week, will find the Grant COunty, Twelve Hundred and legislature centered in the passage by
of claims jurisdiction oyer south- - Si negro and Servia will begin
the house, under suspension of the
last
the
unless
legislature attempting to cleat witn Fmy ,Doiiars
o'clock
this
evening
claims.
cotton
ern Btates
these measures and on the outcome
Luna county, Five Hundred Dollars. rules of senate substitute for senate
efforts of the powers should
peace
HOUSE.
3.
is
This
the
number
of
will depend the future line up
Sierra county. Five Hundred Dol joint resolution
succeed or Turkey decide at the
Convened at noon.
the resolution which passed the senlars.
legislature as regards legislation.
eleventh hour to surrender.
in
committee
means
and
Ways
Hundred ate Saturday and which places New
One thousand copies of the county
Socorro county, Twelve
It Has even Ueen oeciueu wno uau
eveenttve Resdinn heenn work of X
of
states
of
and
forefront
hundred
the
seven
in
bill
Mexico
and
tnd Fifty Dollars.
salary
"re the first shot, as Turkey has stat- a
bill.
tariff
new
Si;
the
ideas
drafting
district
attorney
the
of
ratifying
by
fifty copies
Valencia
county, One Thousand progressive
adversaries
Itepresentative Garner, of Tex- - Si ed that she will allow her
bill will be ordered printed in the. Dollars.
amendment to the federal constitutne
ake
aggressive,
calla
resolution
introduced
as
Mexico
house, according to present plans, so
Coltax county, Fifteen Hundred Dol tion for an income tax. New
General V The immediate object of the armies
upon
Attorney
ing
was a close competitor with other
that before final action shall have lars.
wiPkersimm to submit statement X of the allies is the capture of Adrianofor
the
union
the
in
and
privilege
been taken, the various counties will
Hundred
states
Quay county, Eight
which has hitherto presented
He.
n tn whether he has held
un
of
to
the
make
one
state
with
been
the
of
have
copies
supplied
being
Fifty Dollars.
such a firm front to its besiegers.
Tvac inrtintmonts nefllnnt. John
these Interesting documents.
Taos county, Two Hundred and titty necessary majority to complete the,
Berlin, Feb. 3. Some indication of
Si
bther
D.
Standard
Archbold and
The district attorney's bill is said ,,
adoption of the amendment.
Turks
Si the trouble which the Young
Oil officials.
to be as follows In its tentative draft:
TTlnll nnniv. rcine Hundred Dol! The resolution was reported to the
are having with the Turkish army Is
to
bill
Garner
Passed
convey
of
convened
house
to
An Act Relative
Salaries
house soon after the
found in dispatches received here to
to Texas 1100 acres of Brown
As soon
rict Attorneys.
Sec. 5. All fees and commissions at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
l ne
The army appears to be seething
Washington, n. i .... l eo. a
day.
reservation.
the
military
Jie It Enacted by the Legislature of heretofore earned and collected by as the resolution had reached
the assassina-- t government will prosecute ofhcials of
of
because
with
revolt,
SiSSXXSSSfSSSSStSU
the Slate of New Mexico:
the several district attorneys of the clerk's desk, Mr. Clancy moved that
com- tion of Nazim Pasha, its commander-- j the United Shoe Machinery
"
Section 1. The salaries of the sev-- state, for or on account of official ser- - (ne rules be suspended and that the
indict-- ;
the
one
under
remaining
ii;
pany
chief.
eral district attorneys in the State of; vices' rendered,
shall, within thirty resolution be taken up for considera-- j CALIFORNIA TURNS DOWN
Knver Bey. the Young Turk leader ment, it was announced at the . de- "SIX YEAR TERM" PLAN,
New Mexico, are hereby fixed as fol-- j days after the passage of this act, tion. The motion prevailed and the
who
took such a prominent part in partment of justice today. That in-Call3.
The
Feb.
Cal..
Sacramento,
laws:
ibe accounted for and paid over to the resolution was read. It was adopted events in the capital, today dictment charges monopoly and un-23
a
to
vote
of
10,
in the First Judicial District, Four .county treasurers of the respective in the house without debate and with- fornia senate, by
an automobile to the head-- fair competitive methods and is de- in
s
Thousand Dollars per annum.
counties wherein same have been out dissension, the vote being 36 in tefused to urge the stare ueiegauon
clared by officials to be the most im- in congress to work for the passage quarters of the army at Tademkoui in
In the Second Judicial District. .,vnc,i ni1 collected, and all such fees favor of its adoption.
der to win the support of the troops, poriani aim auongesi oi u.e muiuFour 'thousand Dollars per annum.
earned rnairlernhle riehate was aroused fr me six eai n sideutial term reso- oi
heretofore
aiid commissions
ments returned against tne companv.
l ut the soldiery
forcibly
prevented
(w Pending
In the Third Judicial District, Fouriard hereafter collected, or hereafter when Mr. Tully offered a resolution
1 lle anion oi me
supieme
him from alighting.
Thousand Two Hundred and Fifty
rnpri and -- Qiipcted bv the said Bev- throwing open to the accredited mem- day Prew out ot Ule wassacnuseus
was
It
announced
Feb.
Sofia,
Dollars per annum.
!
meet-EXPLOSION
MYSTERIOUS
under laws heretofore, birs of the press all committee
eial
afternoon that "hostilities would. le,leral coun 3 annuimgwie oi
In the Fourth Judicial District, Four now attorneys,
KILLS AND INJURES. Jithis
inrtirtments bromrht anainst the shoe
or hereafter in force shall be in Wa of the house. Mullens was op-- !
Vi..
!..
j
Thousand Two Hundred and Fifty
Marshfield. Oregon, Feb. 3. A
tn the resolution.
for and naid
Llewellyn V
company.
Bui- - manufacturing
ress
of
the
Adrianople
by
joint
Dollars per annum.
wrecked
explosion
over to such county treasurers on origaid he was in favor of admitting lhe;
mjt,teiious
courts took the
Massachusetts
The
seven
armies
Servian
and
gariau
by
In the Fifth Judicial District, Four
the Donaldson building here toof each month. newspaper men. Messrs. Moreno and,'
The Bulgarian gov- - position that the indictment did not
o'clock tonight.
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars per before the tenth day shall
was
W.
:
F.
Bertram
day. Mrs.
Such district attorneys
keep an Hilton and others opposed the prac-has been informed that Tur-- i state an offense under the Sherman
annum.
account there- - tite. The resolution finally, was re--,
probably fatally burned and her
to
key
integrally the suggestions law. The government appealed
accepts
In the Sixth Judicial District, Two accurate and itemized
S
remit-- j f erred to the committee on judiciary
little son seriously injured. The
in the note handed to the ' the supreme court by virtue of the
contained
Thousand Seven Hundred and Fifty of and accompany each such
property loss was $10,000 covered
tauce by a verified copy of the ac
criminal appeals act of 1907, on the
porte by' the European powers."
Dollars per annum.
bv insurance.
on page four).
The
several
that it did state an offense.
ccunt
covered
(Continued
ground
thereby.
Jn the Seventh Judicial District,
Tlie government in the indictment
SNOWING IN MISSOURI.
Three Thousand Seven Hundred and county treasurers shall issue to such
"
Louis. Mo., Feb. 3. The heaviest alleged that Sidney Winslow, Edward
Fifty Dollars per annum.
'. George W. Brown, Wm. j
(Continued on page eight).
flow of the winter now covers east- - P.
In the Eighth Judicial District, Four!
and Elmer P, How violated
Barbour
inches
a
half
and
Three
ern
Missouri.
per"-tnnuDollars
Hundred
Five
.Thousand
X
here last night and at noon today the law, first by organizing the Unit
Si
Provided: That the actual traveling Si ROBBER USED HEROIC
began snowing, which prospects of ed Shoe Machinery corporation and
second by a system of leasing their
METHOD BUT IN VAIN. Si
continuing the rest of the day.
expenses of district attorneys, includ- Si
The rebels then
machines,
whereby , patrons .were
ing transportation, hotel and lodging Si Chicago, 111, Feb. 3. Hoping Si Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 3. Rebel ment of the engine. train from the
to promise not to use any
X X
Mils incurred while In the discharge X to conceal his identity, Adolph Si followers of General Zapata attacked began firing on the
made by an independent
less than X
X
CHARITY BALL.
cf their duties, shall be paid by the Si Fisher had eighteen of bis teeth Si!a passenger train traveling from Mex-S-i sides of the embankment, concentrat- X and to use only that made by the al- ORBE
AN
hundred
away,
two
WILL
of
miles
X
45
the
extracted
and
THERE
to
same
are
yards
Ozuma,
replaced by gold Xjico City
county in behalf of which
TOMORROW X legeo combine.
Incurred, upon order of the court, Si ones. Also he raised a beard and Si capital today, killing or wounding all ing their fire on the troop car. Twelve X GAN RECITAL
The charge was that .the shoe
Fupported by a sworn statement of Si mustache but he was recognized Si the twenty souliers In the train's es- sddiers Including Lieutenant Ortiz, X NIGHT AT THE SCOTTISH X
took over the.
such expenses, out of the court fund Si in New York and brought back Si cort. Four male passengers were kill- were killed. The lieutenant's wife X RITE CATHEDRAL FROM 9 to X machinery corporation
and
Consolidated
X 10. DANCING WILL BEGIN AT X business of the
Si here today to answer to charges Si ed and many of the women passengers was wounded.
ci each county.
Machine
company,
X
Lasting
to
McKay
wounded
A
the
took
X
9:30.
necesAH
train
S5
relief
rebels.
Provided
the
off
of burglary and bigamy.
Further:
And,
were carried
by
manufacturing GO per cent of all lastand
sary stationery, office supplies
The train was halted by the derail Amecameca.
.
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bacco cases,
The sloe machinP1.jr officials
care(j tne colirt could not review the
actlon of tne Massachusetts courts
Decau8e the criminal appeals act was
repealed by not being included in the
jlKicial co(le ot 19i2, and also claim- ed that the organization of the cor-S- t.
poration was a normal trade develop- -'
mentThey further urged that the
groups consolidated into the corpora-fel- l
1
and 50 leas-i- t.
jon wel.e
j
systems was justified by the pat- enj-- iaW8.
on the face of it, the
tion sM JustiCe HolnieB, "was
v an efrort for greater efficiency. The
businpS8 of the several groups that
before the
combined, as it existed
combination, is assured to have been
legal. It is hard to see why the col- -

)
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petition as in the standard oil and

i

REBELS ATTACK TRAIN;
CARRY OFF MANY WOMEN
sisssisssixsixsisiSi

ing machines: the McKav Shoe Ma- chinery company, manufacturing 70
ppr cent of all heeling machines and
eighty per cent of all metallic fasten- jng machines, and of the Goodyear
shoe Manufacturing company, manu-recefaf,ruring 80 per cent of the welt sew-wejn aml out8ide stitching machines.
The government claimed this put
aoout 80 per cent of the business of
shoe machinery into
manufacturing
one concern, and that that being an
undue proportion" of the trade, was
a vio)atiori of the law, u dd not

.

combina-compelle-

j

(Contlnued

on-

page five).
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STOMACH

w3

STOCK

FIRE INSURANCE

MISERY

Removal Notice

No indigestion, Gas or Sour-

THE WINTER GROCERY CO.

AHD

INVESTS
GOOD

FINDS

FLOW FROM IT.

ness After Taking "Pape's
Eiapepain."

Have now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.

JUDGE

WASHINGTON

HOTEL

3,

1913.

Affec,s Lungs

JUST VANISHES
A

FEBRAUARY

Rheumatism

PAYSWELL

SUM

S

MONDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

FACE TWO

A

SMALL

Pneumonia, Bronchitis, Phthisis,
Asthma and Anemia Often Directly the Result of Rheumatic
Blood.

DIVIDENDS

RATES

ING FGR INAUGURATION

SOAR-- !
j

.

(Ily Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Feb. 3. Divi- If what you just ate is souring on
inan
on
to
$1100
fiends amounting
your stomach or lieB like a lump of
is one year savor of
lead, refusing to digest, or you belch vestment of $100
features of high
gas and eructate sour, undigested all the attractive
finance.
of
dizziness,
or
a
have
feeling
food,
mru
by
Such dividends were enjoyed
heartburn, fullness, nausea, bad taste
this Judge Ashley M. Gould, of the District
in mouth and stomach, headache
of Columbia supreme court, as a re-is indigestion.
with the First
A full case of Pape's Diapepsin suit of his connection
If ynn hnve a persistent, nagging bronNational and Commercial Fire Insur-- ; chial (.nigh beware of cough remedies.
costs only fifty cents and will
unbeen
have
which
comuanies,
They are merely local In action, and if
stomach, ar.ee
cure your
.
i
i
oiii...nmiYiilt..fi MVipv jf relieve it ia the narcotics mux
.i
the
house
ujr
,,
laer
sufficient
Miro(i onH
about
iiivesugauuu
and leave
fler a ;:,..arehlng antidote tlint removes
in case some one else In the family or congress.
This was not all of Gould's profits. (,.om thp circulation the acid poisons that
WWWW3
may suffer from stomach trouble or
This
was merely his profit as a by their reflexes attack all weakened,
indigestion.
member of the corpora- Ask your pharmacist to show you ground-floo- r
You will find
which pushed these l9 Swif, , Sure specific.
of
tion
on
these
promoters
the formula plainly printed
OUR AXES, HATCHETS, SAWS AND CUTLERY WILL SAV2 YOUR
all it on sale in any drug store at ?l.oo per
t
cases, then you will under insurance companies and got people
Into
the blood, TEMPER, BECAUSE THEY ARE WELL TEMPERED AND WILL HOLD
bottle. It goes straight
in
to
invest
countr
over
the
"le.ir beeomM)
n nternal blood bath, wonder-stocstand why dyspeptic trouble of all
Incidentally, it came out in fljly jncreages the red corpuscles, cures THEIR SHARPNESS.
kinds must go, and why they usually
not
all the local fever spots and irritations.
stomachs the hearing that Justic Gould did
relieve sour,
u .
OUR PRICES TOO ARE TEMPERATE,
BECAUSE WE KNOW THAT
increases appeme, jou
or indigestion in five minutes. Dia- nv frr this fttiiO worth Of Stock, but feel
sense of renewed
it wonderful
GIVING
was
A
PAY
irom
DEAL
a
WILL
YOU
US.
SQUARE
Hundreds of people worried
mine,
present
strength.
pepsin is harmless and tastes like l;
In the
the
control
at
promoters.
cough,
and
pains
beyond
Dudley,
contains
dose
each
though
candy,
WHEN HUNTING FOR HARDWARE COME TO US.
The name of Justice Gould figured chest, sore throat and constant expectorapower sufficient to digest and pretion of thick mucous have experienced
a
and
m
literature,
all
the
blood
promotion
the
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
into
the most wonderful change after ushig
pare for assimilation
WOOD-DAVI- S
all the food you eat; besides, it makes good many people were given the idea- S. S. S. All doubt and apprehensionvan-is.
in
and
&
was
bulk
field
those peculiar pains unu acnes
gone,
seeds
very reputpackages you go to the table with a healthy ap- that the enterprise
ALFALFA SEED. All kiods of flowers, garden
a uenuu ui iiwm
Phone 1. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
pro mil. inure icmows
tense rejoicing to find that worst fears
petite; but, what will please you lable because it had amongof its
disthe
noof
moters
a
judges
mistaken
a
that
couple
feel
bused
were
is
will
upon
Fe
your
that you
most,
entirely
house in
The only exclusive
pains come
stomach and intestines are clean and trict. The other judge was J. W. At- tion that cough and chest
These are rheumntic
from
the
lungs.
of
the
claims
of
court
fresh, and you will not need to resort kinson of the
will
quickly realize
conditions, and you
to laxatives or liver pills for bilious- District of Columbia.
it after using S. 8. S. for a few days.
at the flrui
In addition to the $1100 dividends Get n bottle of S. S. 8.
..Phone Black ness or constipation.
m
to all thos(
Mid then say good-bThis city will have many Diapep- on his $100 worth of gift stock, Jus-- t store
worried
you.
pains (hat have
sin cranks, as some people will call ce Gould admitted to the committee
Write to The Swift Specific Co., 127
mertlca
them, but you will be cranky about that he received nearly $2000 addi Swift BIdir. Atlanta. Ga., for
concernlns
this splendid stomach preparation, tional in dividends on his stock in the advice and wonderful facts
This stock
too, if you ever try a little for indi- two insurance companies.
gestion or gastritis or any other stom- he bought with money which he saidjTTr
from the firm of this unhaDDiness wealth brings us.
was "borrowed"
ach misery.
Get some now, this minute, and for- Tuttle, Wightman and Dudley, so it Do you think that our restless and
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHever rid yourself of stomach trouble was very much like his gift stock in ambitious plutocrats are less happy
that he did not have to advance any than the
and Indigestion.
who
ideals
after
aspirants
ODS, Electricity plays a most Impomoney out of his own pocket
to
the Com- don't know where they are going
rtant part.
One of the companies,
The grandfather would
tlieir next meal?
OUR AMERICAN
mercial, lost $131,000 during the first get
be amazed at the radiance of the mod"in our civilization gold is no less
year, but it nevertheless paid diviGIRLS OF TITLE
Is
it
ideal
than
of
the
things
symbol
dends to its stockholders, and Justice
ern
why all this light? To
WILL PAY TWICE Gould came
in for a nice profit on his of sordid gratifications of the senses.
homelike to make
more
home
a1
make the
certain
"In this practical age
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
"investment."
Fancy Lump
absois
success
amount
woof
3.
American
re
have
practical
Feb.
New York,
The insurance companies
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
men of fortune who have been mar- cently become big advertisers in the lutrly indispensable to our happiness,
e
for father, mother and children. Good light
of Washington, We like to think of the genius
ried to or contemplate being married local newspapers
over SSO00 in less than one ing in the garret. That is nonsense.
to titled foreigners, thereby renouncthat is easy on the eyes is very much to be
ing their American citizenship, will month. So it is hard now to get the The highest genius is associated withPhone One Double 0 J.
desired.
capacity for practical achievebe interested to learn that because the !f.,f- - in votmrH tn tho inniilrv finiti the
late Dowager Duchess of Manchester, local papers, though there are official nient.
"
who was Consuela Vzanga, of New records being made.
her
Wisconsin
followed
that
course,
L.
the
Victor
York,
Cf PRO ATI AM IIIITH
Berger,
just
American executors now are paying Socialist
has lately
Vf
congressman,
two inheritance taxes on her estate in taken an active hand in the inquiry
URNCC HT
THE RELIABLE
this country one to the crown of and it was largely due to his vigorous
Great Britain and the other to New
that Justice Gould j Cuba. N. M., Feb. 3. A big dance
York state. The situation was brought admitted his part as above related. La8 gjven at the Salazar hall on Sat- about pursuant to a decision of Sur- He admitted that there might be
ur(ay evening last in honor of the
some "impropriety in such a con- - opening of the new store at this place
rogate Fowler today.
WORK
FIXTURE
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and
The EritiBh tax on the late duch-eE- nection, but was not willing to admit uv tne staDlin Mercantile
company.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
property amounts to .20,000, or that it was of a very serious character About three hundred guests gathered
York
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
or that his judgment would have been trom a rad,ls of twenty-fivabout $100,000; the tax to New
miles and
IENT as to touch the button and
state is about the same amount. Near- warped in any litigation which might daci,,g continued until early morn-your stove is ready to cook your
ly the entire sum of both taxes will be have come before his court involving irg I)llring tne evening addresses of
You
House
subtracted from the estate in' this these concerns.
m
welcome were made to he company
iron
ready to use, your toasted
left little
country, fop the duchess
People who are planning to come to by prominent business men of the
HAVE IT DONE AT COST,
property In England outside of her the inaugural eremonies March 4 community to which Mr. J. F. Young,
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacutown house at No. 5 Grosvenor square, must come with
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
pockets, manager of the Staplin Mercantile
London.
remade
a
suitable
misled
be
should
company
by
store,
reports
Nobody
Percolators , Grills,
Phone 223
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatThe dutchess died November 20, circulated by the inagural committee ply. The new store opened for busi-tEtc.
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
Irons,
HiOSt, leaving an estate in England and
the effect that there will be regu-- ; ness on Wednesday, January 29th.
$2,000,-00for
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
this country valued at about
lar rates at the hotels, restaurants
Her New York state property, and boarding houses. Such is not the
day and n'ght' Estimates and full Informi ce r.nncn im a TO 14 DAYS i
comprising the bulk of her estate, :aa case. The big hotels have all decid- tr
.1
S..w. A
If
mation cheeerfully given.
.tit
,KA.r
IUUr UIUgglBl WIU leiuuu muuc;
largely in stocks and bonds personal ed not to make any reservations for PAZO
to
cure
any
OINTMENT
fails,
HM.it,
of
which
laws
the
n.nnlr
,i,oa,-itliat
property, upon
case of Itching, Dlind, Bleeding or
,
Great Britain and New York Impose a ytUpi,
v. ,,..
uu
Protnlding Piles ln G t0 14 dayS, boc,
have
rates
The
specific tax.
week.
whole
pay for a
been advanced so that a room which rrTrrrrrrrrTrrrrrrrrrrTTTTT
would ordinarily rent for $3.00 to
ii ixiriruTJVtruuvuuuixumruxru ring
FAR
CARRIED
To E1 Pa90' Bisbee' Dous,ass and
s
$;'.50 per day will cost $10 a day for
EDAM C ANITA
IA
ON ICE FLOE either one or two persons. This, of
all points in New Mexico, Ariof meals, and
Course, is exclusive
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
:!.
down the means that any room . reserved will
Feb,
Detroit,
Jloting
CENTRAL to Torrance thence,
Detroit river on an ice floe, William cost $70, even if occupied only one
ad-PHONE 85 MAIN.
day. The second rate hotels have
Simmons was rescued from his
Boarding
i)ced
v;
and
proportionately.
today
early
position
tf.ken to a hospital in a critical con- houses have put up their prices also,
dition as the result of cold and ex- Cabs and other conveyances are pre-FACTORY WOOD
paring a schedule of special rates, but
SWASTIKA LUMP
posure.
WOOD
Simmons arrived in Detroit Tues- are not yet prepared to make reserva
SAWED
LUMP
their schedule.
WOOD
day night, and when on his way to tiens or to publish
CORD
STEAM COAL
The new IriBh house or commons,
work at the Detroit shipbuilding
home rule bill
the
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
for
for
by
to
was
provided
he
where
report
yards,
Bitish
the
which
passed
the
recently
fell
he
river.
into
work,
Montezuma Avenue, near A.t T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
He managed to climb on a cake of l ouse of commons, will be elected by
ice floating down the river and then what is called the "single, transferable
he began to cry for help. Several vote," otherwise known as the Hare
other employes heard him and man-- f system of proportional representation.
ed to rescue him with the aid of This system gives representation in a
j
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INSTITUTE

ROSoYELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley, 3, 700 feet above sen level,'
sunshine every dav. Oneo nlr
work throughout the entire ses-sioConditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEA Ij such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Regents
K. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. KHKA,
.1. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, 8eoretury.
W. A. F1NLAY.
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For particulars and Illustrated

address,
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THE STANDARD

legislative body to minority parties.
ropes and a ladder.
is propor-He was unconscious wnen dragged The vote in the legislature
with the popular
accordance
in
toned
hosto
the
on the dock and hurried
bf Hot. This is a much more intelli-- j
pital, and the physicians there anjgent
system than that by which con-- j
nounced that they have but little
jgress is chosen, or even any of our
his
of
recovery.
hopes
state legislatures, m wnicu large
todies of the population are virtually
a
few
A little want ad costs but
do not
cents and brings wonderful results disfranchised because they
a majority party.
when published in the New Mexican. happen to belong to
ln proportional representation every
Try one.
shade of political opinion is represent
ed in the legislature in proportion to
BE
CURED
DEAFNESS CANNOT
its popular support. Thus Ireland
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear. will be far ahead of the United States
There is only one way to cure deaf-- i in the character of its political
tif ss, and that is by constitutional
Deafness is caused by an
remedies.
inflamed condition of the mucous
NONSENSE: SAYS
of the Eustachian Tube. When
DENVER BEAUTY.
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb-- i
ling sound or imperfect hearing, and
IN INTERVIEW!
when It is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammaNew York, Feb. 3. Money and un- tion can be taken out and this tube re-- ;
from being
stored to its normal condition, hear--j rapplness are a long way
in the opinion of Mrs.
snonymous
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
Denver
cases out of ten are caused by Ca-- j Clarence E. Smith, a former
who returned from abroad to-- !
tarrh, which is nothing but an in-- : beauty,
flamed condition of the mucous sur-- ! day.
"I agree with Emerson," said Mrs.
frees.
"that to be rich is to have a
Smith,
We will give One Hundred Dollars
works and chief
fo any case of Deafness (caused by ticket to the master
men of every nation. I also agree
cured
cannot
be
that
catarrh)
by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir with Mrs. Philip Van Valkenburg, who
said, 'I'd rather be miserable and
culars, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio. drive about in a car than be happy
and hang on to a strap:
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
"It makes me tired," continued Mrs.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Smith, "to hear people talk about all

All Grades from

C0L.JAS. W. WILLS0N, Slipt.

cut-ogu-

Slett?Wcrmcke
"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.

Per Pound.
You Can Get No
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TO
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Desk Untt with few at
many Book Unto at deriicd.

A

Better

The only

perfect combination

desk a&d bookuic ever made
Roomy, convenient, attractive. W"e want to ihow you
s.
Ha advantages and
O U, write or phonr
us about it- -

Why Try ?

posti-bilitie-

We Have

lin-in- g
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FEINTING CO.
NEW MEXICAN
a
I.
Local Agents m.

35c.
45c.
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FOR YEARS

For Rates and Full Information" Address

EUGENE FOX,

Gold

1

i

Best
Route

CAPITAL COAL YARD

COOKING

a

Few Choice

EATING APPLES

At $1.10 Per Box

1913.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Tunia. of Gallsteo, N. M.?
Department of the Interior, U. S.
N. M.; Nea
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Janu- Albino Baca, of Gallsteo,
.
Sania
1913.
is.
ter
.of
Gallegos,
14th,
ary
N. M.
of
Gallsteo,
Gonzales,
Manuel
Juan
that
Notice Is hereby given
MANUEL, K. UXJHKW,
Gonzales, of Gallsteo, N. M., who, on
Register
Homestead
made
1908,
14th,
January
mm ,
N
for
05420,
No.
Entry
SecNB
SW
It will not pay you to watte youf
NW
NB
E-12
10
N.,
time
Range
writing out your legal forma
tion 9, Township
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice when you can get them already prlntp
of intention to make Five Tear proof, ed at tbe New Mexican Printing cow
to establish claim to tha land atoova pasy. ......
described, befora Register and ReMexican want adi. alwaf,
ceiver U. S. Land Office, at Saata Fe, New returns.
,N. M, on tae 21at day ot February, bring

Mn

OUR MEAT MARKET
leady For Business on
Wednesday, January the 29th
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RECEPTION WAS
STANDARD OIL
BRILLIANT
DECLARES A
DIVIDEND

Bargain

Hunting With Care

Xote. The following
item was
ciowded out of the social columns Satiirday.)
"At a great bargain," warns on old Baying, "make pause."
The reception given at the Old
not
certain
are
if
beyond
you
You had better not buy at all
tstate und
Palace to the legislators,
in
doubt of the quality of the goods, or unless you are shopping
federal officials, visitors and friends,
a store of unquestionable fair dealing.
last week, was declared by many who
It is to the credit of THE NEW MEXICAN'S advertisers
attended it "a brilliant affair.'1
that they do not announce impossible bargains in ecrean.incj
Prominent Santa Fe men and women were in the receiving line and
type, nor make promises of quality, which they are not prepared
to back up.
after an hour spent in conversation.
You can rely on the statements made by THE NEW MEXhe line was dissolved and a "grand
ICAN'S advertisers. .They are bent upon securing your trade,,
march" around the famous Old Palace
and mean to keep it, once secured, by giving yr u tna best
ensued.
The rooms were brilliantly
know that it may be posvalues possible for your money.
Illuminated by electric bulbs, displayto
want
you
sible to sell you shoddy once, but not twice, and they
ing to advantage tne Nail paintings and
be satisfied.
numerous relics in the
merchants
from
You can secure buying opportunities
cases,
who advertise in THE NEW MEXICAN, which ar; real, worth
The lawmakers and their wives and
is
of
advertisements
one
these
while, and important. Each
friends, as well as the other visitors,
Do
your bargain
backed up by a splendid business reputation.
showed the liveliest Interest in the
hunting with care or rather throw care to the winds and shop
treasures of the Old Palace, as also in
with THE NEW MEXICAN'S advertisers.
tiie numerous changes made in the
past eyar.
Following the march refreshments
were served by ladies in the assembly
Ui the Wheeler cottage.
hall.
CLOUDCROFT WILL
the
Scott B. 'Williams occupied
The affair was
under the ausHAVE NEWSPAPER building- that was used last summer pices of the Xew given
Mexico Museum, the
as a restaurant as a real estate and Woman's Hoard of Trade, the. Comotlice Saturday the 1st mercial club and the Santa, Fe WoCloudcroft, X. M. 11. M. Denny has 11insurance
remodeled and man's club.
finished making an inventory of The his building has been
C. A.
Those interested in (he Old Palace
stock given a general overhauling.
Cloudcroft Trading company
make his oflice in declared afterward that
will
also
jRedic
business.
store
the
for
iid has opened
they were
James R. York has much gratified at the success
Ho will remain at Hie old stand for this building.
of the
the Cloudcroft efforts made to show
the legislatorseveral weeks or until he can enlarge resigned his position atand
ho and Mr.
Commercial
company
land visitors what a great, 'treasure
his own building which is at present
Williams have entered into a partner- house" the Old Palace
eceupied by P. If. Mendelson.
really is.
to
a
estate
conduct general real
ship
Thomas Daniels, editor of the Tex-lin- innd insurance business.
The business
Herald at Texline, Texas, return-f- however, will be run in the name of
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
to Cloudcroft Friday. Mr. Daniels t'cott Williams for an indefinite
period
pi ranged several days ago to come to iff time.
PALACE.
Cloudcroft and establish a newspaper
C. C. Walker was in Cloudcroft Fri- Mrs. JI. L. Newcomer, Albuquerque.
which will -- be published weekly. Mr.
II. Enipunia, Alamosa, Colo.
Daniels advises that he has already day on business.
Mrs. P. Croeninii, Alamosa, ("olo.
J. O. ,lones who is promoting
the
In'.d his press shipped and expects to
Mrs. Kate Coster, J.os Angeles,
Valley Electric line,
yet. out the iirst issue about February ('londerol't-Peeoloth. Temporarily, Mr. Daniels will be was in Cloudcroft Friday in the inter-- j Calif.
est of tills line.
Miss JI. JluIIy, l.os Angeles, Calif.
Miss Birdie ('mine
.
,f. M. Poss, justice of the peace In
(J. C. Crume
precinct Xo. It), has returned from a
.Mrs. Ed .Morrison,
l.os Angeles,
business trip to Alamogordo.
Calif.
DISCHARGES
Theo. Kspe, City.
NO DECISION IN RATE CASES.
BELIEVED IN
Geo. K. Uroinbard, Denver, Colo.
HOURS!
A. it. Alan by, Taos, X. JI.
Washington, D. C, Fell. 3. The suK. D. Weicksel,
Kurh Cap- preme court today took a recess un- Denver, Colo.
Mile bc:.r? MIDYI;
til Monday. February 21, without
lidw. Halter. Chicago, 111.
'
the numtjttiT'
A. II. Hardy, Denver, Colo.
any decision in the state
B'Wtiri' oj rotinti'rfnfs '
O. Atkinson, Chicago, 111.
rate cases or the
rate
am, nmrw.isTH
cases.
J. C. Carlyle, New Orleans.
V. O. Kelly, Kansas City, Mo.
.loe Noe, St. Louis, Jlo.
li. W. JIartin, Chicago, 111.
John V. llewelt, White Oaks, N. JI.
A. J. Rogers, Jr., Las Vegas, N. JI.
Hugh Loudau, l.a Qucva, X. JI.
R H. Dana, New York City.
W. A. WILLIAMS, - . Geo. W. Hantz, Jr., and wife, Allen-towI'a.
Jlrs. H. Keck, Allentown, I'a.
A. J. Struif, Chicago, 111.
ReHack
Lines.
T. M. Warner, Denver, Colo.
Chas. A. Spiess, Las Vegas.
Best Rigs
('has. Springer, Las Vegas.
SADDLE POMES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
Jliss JL V. Pirkey, Las Vegas.
Alex Verth, New York City,
Phone 139. 3 1 0 San Francisco St.
F. A. Duff, Tucson, Ariz.
MONTEZUMA.
It. Skidmore, Raton.
J. Eames, City.
C. Collier, San Diego, Cal.
T. Wade, Taiban.
JI. Burnell, Denver.
WESTERN SEEDS FOR WESTERN PLANTERS
Rurkhart, Denver.
Fred Heyer, Albuquerque. ,
ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED I
E. T. Mattson, Seatttle, Washington.
if not at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct
.1. A. JVhite, Denver.
OUR 1913 CATALOGUE FREE.
W. Canes, Dtileth, N. JL
D. B. Sorrels, Magdalena.
Seeds
C. H. Rowls, Jlagdalena.
Mr. and Jlrs. .1. W. Johnson, City.
, W. JI. Sheridan, Albuquerque.
H. A. Martin, Albuquerque.
Box 1804, Department Q, . . . . Denver, Colorado.
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
E. H. Hichok, Washington, D. C.
I. H. Hawkins, St. Louis.

Xew York, Feb.

3.

uary 25, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
Montezuma
Lodge
Xo. 1, A. F. & A. M. Gonzales, of (!ali:steo, N. M., who, on
llegular communi- January C, 1 90S, made HumeKtea I
cation first Monday T.:J5S, Xo. 1270::, for S
SW
Sec.
of each month at 20, X
Section 2U, TownXV
Masonic Hall
at ship 10 X., Kango l.'i K., X. M. P.
7 :.')(.
Meridian, has filed notice of intentio.i
to make five year proof, to establish
R R. PAl'I,, W. M.
CHASclaim fo the land above described, beUXXKY, Secretary.
fore II. C. Kinsell, IT. S. Comr., at
Santa Fe Chapter Xo Stanley, X. M., on March C, 1913.
as witnesses-FjitistlClaimant, names
1, It. A. M.
Regular
convocation
second
Tapia, Benito Romero, Isabel
Monday of each mouth Tapia and ililario liaca, ail of (Jalis-tf-X. M.
at Masonic Hall at
7:00 p. m.
MANTEL R. OTERO,
J. A. MASS1K,
Register.
ARTHUR SELIGMAX,
II. P.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Secretary.
Department, of the Interior,
U, S. Land Oflice at Santa Fe, N. M.
Santa Fe Commaudery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
January 28, 1813.
Notice is hereby given that Filo-- ,
conclave fourth MonCrday in each month at tneiia Pino rie Alarid, heir of Jose
Masonic Hall at 7:30 de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
who, on Nov. 2i, 1910, made Home.
p. m.
w. II. KEXXEDY, IS. C.
stead Entry No. 0H579, for SW
V. E. GRIFFIN1, Recorder.
SW
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N., anil
N
MV
SW
NW
Section
Santa Fo Lodge of Per- 6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
fection No. 1, 14th de- P. Meridian, has filed notice of intengree. Ancient and Ac- tion to make five year proof, to escepted Scottish Rite of tablish claim to the land above de- Free Jlasonry meets on scribed, before Register and Receiver,
the third Monday of each month at lT. S. Land Oflice at, Santa Fe, N. M
7::!0 o'clock in the evening in the New on the 10th day of March, 11)13.
Claimant names as witnesses:'
Cathedral.
Scottish
Ilite
Visiting
Juan Baca, Placido Lopez, of Loyla,
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
N. JI., Antonio
Villanueva,
JAMES A. JIASSIE, 32,
Agustiu
Venerable .Master. Ramirez, of Galisteo, N. JI.
L'
Ai
AN EL R. OTERO,
II. F. STEPHENS, Secretary.

The Standard
Jersey today de-

$ Hi a share.
It
v.as explained that, this dividend represented money owed to the company
by its subsidiaries at. the time of Hie
dissolution.
"The companies have made payments," a statement says, "from time
tu time as it was able from moneys
laised by the realization of assets or
increase of capital slock."
The dividend is payable
February
In round figures the total pay15.
ments to stockholders will amount to

I

1,

I

w

LsassSKl

-

glass-covere-

Announcement was made today that
the stockholders of the t ontinental
Council
Oil company will meet at
Uluff's, Iowa, on March li to vote on
n proposal to terminate the corporate
existence of the company. The company was organized in 1SSI, and was
formerly a Standard Oil subsidiary.
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THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN
GENERAL LIVERY

Entire Stable
you can get.

stocked.

BARTELDES' SEEDS

S

E
E

D Our Specialty

Dry Farming
THE BARTELDES SEED CO.,

S

and G?ain
HayWholesale
and Retail
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have a Trial
Order and Convince You.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
Phone

214 J

1

STREET.

16 UALISTEO

IMIIIIIMMHIimillll'M

Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo,

Oden

1 1

ill

1

1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1

1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

OR. WHITE DIES

sensational.
He urges compensation

for con- IN ftRTESIA
victs, state insurance for those engaged in hazardous occupations and a
Artesia, X. JI., Feb. :!. Dr. Clysses
minimum wage scale lor woi'Kingnien P. White, one of Artesia's most popular citizens, died last night from apoplexy. He was returning from a proDEFEND MOTHER
fessional call and was just able to
CHARGED WITH
make his presence known at the door
KIDNAPPING and was assisted in by bis wife, dying three hours later, without being
able to speak.
de--3.
Feb.
Warmly
Ventura, Calif.,
Dr. White was a cultured gentleman
Jlis.
in
fend
Sophie and an able physician.
thgeir mother,
a
on
Jlorttino, who is in jail here
charge of kidnapping them from Galtheir U.
LOSES IN
veston, Texas, and accusing
father, former Judge P. O. Saunders,
ANTI-TRUS- T
THE
of not having treated them properly,
deSaunders
CAMPAIGN
Consuelo and Esperanza
to
clared today they had written
aftthier mother, who. had
governWashington, Jan. ".The
er her husband had obtained a di- ment
today suffered its first big defeat
them
from
she
take
that
vorce, asking
t
in the recent
campaign
the school in which they had been when the
supreme court held that the
placed by Saunders.
rflicials of Ihe United Show .Machinery
Jlrs. Morttino who is awaiting the company had not violated the Sherarrival of a Texas officer with requi- man anti-irulaw by organizing that
sition papers, expressed confidence in
company. The court, however, did not
her
trial.
of
the result
pass upon legality of the system by
The two girls have been placed in vhich the fcompany leases machines
offcharge of the juvenile probation"
on terms that no "independent" maicers with instructions not to allow
chinery be used.
them out of her possession.
FEARS A FLOOD.
THE LADIES AND
Paris, Feb. 3. Fears of a repilition
which
of the disastrous inundations
CHARITY BALL occurred
in Paris during the winter of
1010-11- ,
have been aroused during the
The Charity Ball to be given at the last 48 hours by the rapid rising of
Scottish Rite cathedral tomorrow the river Seine. The level of the
night ought to be one of the very big- water today is mounting about two
ii.ches an hour.
gest things of the season.
It is not a ease of getting five dollars worth of dance, alone, but of
IT ALL DEPENDS.
standing by the members of the Woman's Board of Trade who are undertaking to aid those in need of help at
SPRAINED ANKlEi
CORONADO.
this time when actual want of the
HURTS SO BAD I
is
life
of
heavily
necessities
pressing
L. C. de Baca, Albuquerque.
CflNV GET UP
WONT
and the need of assistance is great
Daniel Martinez, Embudo, N JI.
BRING MY"EflT5"
VJOU
est.
S. Roibal, Chamita, N. M.
The average citizen does not fully
A. A. Sena, Las Vegas, N. JI.
realize what these ladies are doing
I'edro Sandoval, City.
and how great has been the burden
Elaris Garcia, Tierra Amarilla.
imposed upon them in the splendid
Saturimo Baca, Belen, N. JI.
work they are doing, which just now
EUROPEAN.
Added to the
is heavier than ever.
O. C. Crume, Cerillos, N. M.
is very
dance
there
the
of
Jliss Birdie Crume, Cerrillos, X M. pleasure
much more fo be considered.
Horace W. Harper, El Paso.
The effort being made by the memE. T. JIattson, Denver.
bers of the Woman's Board of Trade,
G. A. White, Denver.
an organization that is ceaseless in
S. Scheurman, Denver.
its
endeavors to aid and uplift, should
Al Wagner, Denver.
receive the cordial and enthusiastic
A. J. Cannon, El Paso.
support of the citizens of Santa Fe.
JI. C. Miller and wife, Keokup. Ia.
CE0RCE WflNTS'NNO'NO'
The ladies who have the Charity
Ramon Sandoval and wife, Cerril-lcs- .
to
talk to you on;) HOLD' THE
a
noble
work
Ball in charge are doing
THE Pf"NE'S
i'H
WIRE
and are doing it at some sacrifice.
T
(SHALL
(8 THERE IN
They should be aided in every possitell mnitfSLrjJbpi Vfl SECOND
HOUSE PAINTERS MEET
'you CflNT)?
ble way in their endeavors.
IN DENVER TODAY
Let the dame tomorrow night be
ithe largest in attendance of any yet
Denver, Colo., Feb. 3. Delegates given in Santa Ke.
'
from the United States and Canada
are arriving today for the twenty-nintannual convention of the Inter- STRIKERS ARE
national Association of House PaintRETURNIHG
ers and Decorators, which opens its
business session here tomorrow. This
Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 3. The first
evening the visitors will be guests of
In the ranks of the striking iron
break
the local branch of the organization
plant of the
at a reception. The convention is workers at the RankinWire
company
American Steel and
scheduled to close February 7.
HEARING IS ORDERED.
occurred this morning when about
Deliver, Colo., Feb. 3. The house
200 of the 130U or more men out re- today adopted the minority report on
turned lo lln-i- places
As the day advanced other men the contest case involving liie bluIs
Mamma
of Representatives W. W. iioyle, and
joined the workers in the mill, in
John .Mayer, Republicans, of Las Ani- Its sate
of
who,
some
thq pickets
eluding
mas
county. This report merely finds
their
realized
arguments
when they
to
had no effect on their fellows, applied the prima facie evidence sufficient
hearing and instructs the
at the mill otlice for their old jobs. warrant a on
committee
privileges and elections
The re-- !
to conduct an investigation.
COLORADO FAILS TO
:J,8 to 3li.
STAND UP FOR SOLDIERS. port was adopted
Denver, Colo., Feb. 3. The ColoraIt wiM not pay you to waste your
do senate today refused to go on
vour legal form
in favor of giving Uncle Sam's time writine out
wlien 5'0U can 8et them already print-the
man
enjoyed
ivileges
pr
fighting
ed at the New Mexican muting com-- :
by the civilian. Onya tie vote, the up
pany.
nurcu
per branch ol tne legisiaiuie
a bill making it a misdemeanor to
bar from any theater, restaurant, hotel or moving picture house a uniI.mMrsI Au your i'raflrft for
r"L!'
formed private of either the regular
Mils in Krd 3id (.old
national
or
the
guard.
army
Tftkn no niker. Ifitv of vitur
Is
It
Mexican.
New
Uie
for
Work
yer known as Hest, Siiest, Always KelUt It
working for you, for Santa fe and
SOLD B Y iWiGISrS EVEFmP
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGIST
tna new stats.
-

1

1 1

1

1 ii 1 1 1

1

1

n

1 1 1 1

P. O. E.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Santa Fe LodgeNo
P. O, E, Department of the Interior,
4G0, B.
holds its regular U. S. L.and Oliice, Santa Fe, N. M.
Jan. 10, 191H.
session on the secNotice is hereby given that Marfourth
ond
and
Wednesday cf each cos Gonzales, of Kennedy, N. fd.,
V i i t ing who, on March 7, 1907, made Homemonth.
brothers are invit- stead Entry 04005, No. 10836, for NE
,
ed and welcome.
Section 13, Township
13 N.,
FRANK T. BLANDY,
liange 8 K., N. JI, P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make five
Exalted P.uler,
P JI- A. LIEXAU,
year proof, to establish claim to the
Secretary. land above described, before Regis-- !
ter and Receiver, U. S. l.and Olllce,
Santa Fe Camp :at Santa Fe, N. M., on Feb. 12, 1913,
Claimant names as witnesses:
JL W.' A.
13514,
Jose Barela, Enrique Iiarela, Abe-linmeets second TuesValencia all of Kennedy, N. M.,
day each month, social meeting third jand Pedro Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo,
at Fire- N. M.
Tuesday
man's Hall. Visit
MANTEL H. OTERO,
ing neighbors welcome.
Register.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
A tune want ad costs but a few
A. E. P. ROBIXSOX, Clerk.
cents and brings wonderful results
when published in the New Mexican,
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F. Try one.
Santa Fe Lodg
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'cloci
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.

j

j

j

S.

anti-trus-

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 25!l, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
montn at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visititig brothers' are invited and welcome.
BENITO ALARID, President.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.

2879,

CHICHESTER S PILLS

l3

1

i

1st, 1913.

of American Yoemen.
Meets first Fri'

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.

the

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.

day

of

at the
Firemen's Hall.

j

S. F. R. R.

Effective January

Brotherh-

month

m,

passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovi9 and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.

No. 3 carries

H. Foreman.

H. L. Uaca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

i

T,&

TIME TABLE

ood

.'

j

A.

F. W. FARMER
No.
Homestead

THE

P

o

mim

j
'

1

rec-!nr-

For Information aa to Rates, Reservations, etc., call on
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
1

-

tor

and the Pacific Coast

1

Ter-zia-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Jan. 10, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Fer-- I
N.
nando Gonzales, of Pecos,
M.,
jwlio, on Dec. 28, 1D05, made Home- stead Entry No. 07110, for NW
Section 22, Township 14 N., Range
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no-- I
tice of intention to make five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described,
before
Register
and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
Santa Fe, N. 11., on Feb. 13, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Encarnacion
Antonio
Gonzales,
Barela, Antonio Gonzales and Manuel
Barela, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No,
4 eastbound.
Returning,

a. m.

Call "Central" for Train

Reports.

Company.

Superb
Chocolates
All other chocolates seem

p".

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30

not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican
Printing
A want m. In tt
New Mexican
sees more people In one day than you
an see in a month
Try one

arrive Santa Fe 8:35

m.

It will

j

THROUGH LINE TO

4

Register.

B

j

For All Eastern Points.
Salt Lake City,

a

j

WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

J

'

Menelik of
Feb.
is dead, according to a
received here from
late of dispatch
1'lieonix, Ariz-- Feb.
His successor
Prince
today.
five condemned men now in Arizona
Lidj Jeassii, one of bis grandsons, enmembers
of
with
the
rests
prisons
tered the capital on Sunday with
the first legislature which convened great
popni.
third
session.
The
today for its
message of Governor George V. limit
This is about the fourteenth time
who has granted reprieves lor vary-- , the old ruler of Abyssinia lias been
ing periods to these men, says lie did declared dead in dispatches and "priso to give time for legislative action vate advices."
.Much
interest has
toward the abolition of capital pun- - been shown Jlenelik in this
country
of
these since 18!)6 when he scut. Serkis
ishment "before the disgrace
proposed executions should come up
of
firearms to his ma"furnisher
on the state and their blighting infill- and Abdul Pasha, one of his
jesty"
ence to those officially charged with governors, to call on President Roosetheir carrying out."
velt, and try to better trade' conditions
The governor demands the "honor Willi the nited States.
system'' and the penitentiaries, saying its success has been striking and
London,
Abyssinia,

j

'

'

1-- 4

.

J

and Baggage

IS DECLARED
DEAD AGAIN

Addis-Abeb-

s

IMA

-

'

e

.

-

KING MENELIK

FIVE MEN

d

URINARY

"

LAWMAKERS MAY
SAVE LIVES OF

'

PUBLICATION.

MASCIC.

-

Oil company of New
clared a dividend of

NOTICE FOR

Department of the Interior, V, S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M., Jan-

Now Is The Time
'

your uphoistering and
Furniture Penalring Done. Work
of the Best. Prices Right,
WE MAKE
Kitchen Cabinets, Step Ladders.
Counters, Shelving, IroningTables.
RERAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS

just ordinary after you once 'Neatly and Cheaply Done.
try trfSuf&nf They are just
as
g antj wholesome as they
N. M
lephooe 157 W. :: SAMA FE,
are delicious. We secured the
agency for the Huyler line
46
knowing there is nothing finer,
and because we know too that

J.F. RHOADS
Fixit Shop"

people . Will unconsciously,
,
,
f
juuge ine vaiue oi our biuctt
bv- the individual lines we
carry. We will be glad to
have you judge this confectionery as soon as convenient.
In packages from ioc. up.
.

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood
GUNS, BICYCLE,

-

LOCK, KEY
UPHOLSTERING
128

and

SPECIALTIES

Galisteo St. Phone

109

J
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MONDAY,

SPORT
REMEMBER

ED.

"SIDE

M'KEAN,

CLEVELAND SPIDERS?

KICK

"

ernor's correspondence since election
day and has been throughout a close,

BANDITS

AUTO

confidential adviser.
The governor expressed great satis- faction that he had felt able to accept
the secretaryship, as there is a financial sacrifice involved.

ON TRIAL IN
OF

CUPID

CHILDS

HE'S SELLING LIQUOR NOW.

ON

OLD

'

r'i.J"

nFMflPRAK Tfl
flA UP IHt

From 18(tl! to 1SH7 the team that always gave Baltimore and Hoston a
regular battle, was that fighting aggregation, tlie Cleveland Spiders.
And one of the strongest spokes in
the Cleveland wheel was the hardhitting shortstop, Edward J. McKean.
On the Cleveland team were "Pat"
Tebeau, "Cupid" Childs, Jim McGarr,
Jim MeAleer, "Crab" Hurkett, Blake,
Jack
"Cy" Young, "Nig"
C'uppy,
O'Connor, "Chief" Zinimer and McKean.
It b a
crew;
ready to tight a buzz saw. It fought

TARIFF

INCOME TAX IS RATIFIED
BY THIS STATE.

GAY'PAREE'

(Continued
INTEREST

Iness;

3,

1913.

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

Capital Bar
Lemps

FATE OF The Tully

IN

WILLIAM FARAH

from page one).

of which Mr. Llewellyn is chairman.
resolution was as follows:
the legislature of the
Whereas,
GANG OF 22, INCLUDING
THREE
state of Xew Mexico is engaged' in
THE the transaction of the people's busi- WOMEN, WHO TERRORIZED

PROFOUND

FEBRAUARY

Schlitz

BEER
California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey

FRENCH CAPITAL.

And Whereas, the people of this
state have the fullest right to know
and all matters connected withi
Paris, Feb. :!, Parisans eagerly tiny
the consideration and enactment of
55 San Francisco Street.
HOUSE
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND
awaited today the beginning of the laws for their government;
auto- MEANS BEGINS PREPARATION OF trial of ihe gang of twenty-twAnd Whereas, the people of the
mobile bandits
who terrorized the state of New Mexico gain the
major was disposed of. But the majority
IT
BY
FINISH
TO
HOPING
BILL,
French capital u year ago. They comof their Information as to the vote was on the job and the bill was
pcrtion
mitted many murders and audacious
the tabled indefinitely on motion of B, C.
MARCH 15.
doings of this
robberies
until their leader, Jules! medium of the legislature through
Crampton of Colfax county.
public press,
Fonuot, the "demon chauffeur,"
wasi
Another important bill to suffer a
Be It Resolved by the
Therefore,
battle!
in
April, after a fierce
Demo- killed
Washington, D. C, Feb.
house of representatives of the first like fate in the senate was house bill
cratic members of. the house com- against thousands of police and! state legislature of the state of New No. 15 by Mr. Carter a stringent
j
oops.
bill. This measure was
mittee on ways and means today beMexico that hereafter all duly accredexecuted on motion of Mr.
The list of accusations against them ited
summarily
gan preparation of the bill for the reof
of
newspapers
representatives
Mr. Earth tried to remon
murders.
vision of the tariff, wilh the plan of include twenty-twthe state of New Mexico shall have Crampton.
strate but was cut short by the rules.
unsessions
executive
the
Of
accused
holding daily
brought up for trial the right to enter any and all meetSenate Hill No. 48, by Mr. Evans,
til the work is completed.
today three were young women, An- ings of committees of this house the
It is expected that this result will ne Maitrejean, Marie Vullimen and s.:me as though they were held on the a measure to prescribe hours of employment for women and children a
lie effected about March 15.
Barbe I.eClerc.
floor of this house:
Chairman Underwood will submit
progressive measure of nation wide
A SUGAR CONFERENCE.
Provided, that this privilege shall
was likewise summarily
the plan to a Democratic caucus of
Paris. Feb. .1. An international con-- te rminate whenever the house shall importance,
tabled by the senate this afternoon.
the house the first week of the extra 'firence for the regulation of the use withdraw the
of
floor
the
privileges
The senate
session.
Bill No.
Upon the approval by the .of saccharine and minor substances from any
newspaper representative, 60 An act to passed Senate
caucus of the form in which the re- v. as opened here
The 5PlOEdS VWER.E A KOy3f
provide for the salaries
so far as that representative Is
today.
Delegates
vision shall be made schedule
and expenses of the state mine inby
France, Germany, Italy, Russia, ccrned.
ANO REAOV BuNCH in THOSE, McKean was a big, thick-se- t
fellow, ed for 13 consecutive years, He startor as a single measure
spector. Also Senate Bill No. 73 ApPortu- - 'room FORTY-FOU.Switzerland,
Holland,
DAYS
mid their work around the keystone, ed with Rochester in 1886, and from schedule,
Belgium,
IS
propriating money to pay for the
the he will call in the Republicans of the gal, and Greece participated.
HEARD IN ECHO AGAIN. translation and
handling balls and blocking base run- 1887 to 1899 he played with
committee for a perfunctory vote and
printing of the gover- club.
Cleveland
Louis L. Klotz, French minister of
An echo of Room il at the Palace
ners, was a revelation.
Ihen bo ready to report to the
ME 15 INTHt
in those
The
The greatest, ball player that ever house.
games
auu vne uauiroom mereio, was Eoth bl.anciie8 were still in session
BuS- ', ' that they had not met to,.i:me.
(JOO
ceedi,.,;s,
heard in the legislative hall this after-!adays we're played between the team lived, from McKean's viewpoint, was
4 0.clock this afternoon.
M
A
that won the flag and the runner-up- ,
Huck Ewing, the wonderful backstop,
when. House Joint Resolution
protecting the cane and
lrau0I.tant measures were intro-sug.
runner-upwas
industries nor did the govern- N.
Cleveland
HABEAS CORPUS
always
batter and strategist.
Its Liced one of more ,han
by Mr. Blanchard, made
-- TofcAY andMany
passlng om.
claim that the Orioles of the
mciiio wc iu iiiiiii. u new iiiuuBiij, appearance.
And it is to Amos Rusie that Mcinis
unique resolution portance being Senate Bill No. 99, by
WRIT
ASKED
IS
'AOs were the finest team ever assema
was
it
of
but
health
the
for
question
some
of
the
of
pitchas
$500
the
provided
payment
Kean bows
greatest
Mr. Evans A stringent
FOR EDITOR of the community, since it had been attorneys' fees in the case of the four act.
bled, but in the Temple cup series of ers. Fame may be flitting, but Rusie
demon (rated that saccharine was not: house members arrested rat the irrave
1895 Cleveland trimmed them four out seems to hold on without trouble.
of five games. It is only fair to state,
McKean is still a young man. He
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 3. The ap- a food, but traversed the digestive or- charge of accepting bribes and who
Baltinext
assimilated and were acquitted by the house at' the
the
that
gans without
however,
year
in
1867,
Cleveland
in
June,
was
born
plication for a writ of habeas corpus, also retarded tyeing
for its own share and the other fel- more reversed the decision with four
the natural digestive jlast session.
which makes him but 46 this year,
ar.ked Saturday by Colonel W. R. Nellow's, too, and the umpires dreaded
The game today appears faster to son, editor and owner of the Kansas process.
to see them come onto the field. Tom straight.
PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
n
business
in
is
McKean
the
than when he played,'"al-- ! City Star, following his sentence by
McKean
liquor
National
now
of
the
president
Lynch,
With Imported Magneto.
in Cleveland today. From the time though he does not believe It is a bit Judge Joseph A. Guthrie to one day HENWOOD GETS
The senate did not meet until 2:30
league, mixed with them more than
without ft doubt with trouble
he left the big league in 1900, until speeder. He explains this by saying In jail, for alleged contempt, was reo'clock this afternoon.
When it did Motor Cycle left
once.
at the factory.
NEW TRIAL meet, it went through the calendar
McKean at short and Childs at 1909, he managed minor league teams. that more high priced players make ferred direct to the Missouri supreme
is
It
without fear or favor, and among the
combiHis playing career was practically the game SEEM faster.
court.
second rivaled the Long-Lownation. Childs was short and stocky, confined to Cleveland, where he play- This will act as an arrest of judgDenver, Colo., Feb. 3. The state measures to perish under the old
ment and Colonel Nelson will remain supreme court today granted a new guard axe, was the bill for free travMr. McCoy,
a Proof the Mann act.
ai
constitutionality
liberty until the supreme court trial to Harold V. Henwood, convicted eling libraries.
GET TOasWANT TO READ
ABOUT FARMER CHANCE ?
in the district court more than a year gressive, in explaining his vote,
Justice Lamar announced the decis-la(tIt probably will be several months ago on a charge of murder in connec- serted that he believed the committee
lor of the court which held that a perMORROW'S SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
son was not entitled to attack the before it is reached. When the court tion with the shooting of George E. had taken snap judgment on this bill
that the j
constitutionality of a law on habeas- !of appeals convened with Judges Copeland, of Cripple Creek, in a bar and that he had understood
Woman's club of Santa Fe was to have PASH BROTHERS, ACTS.,
unless all other means of test- Jtunes Allerton, James M. Johnson room of a local hotel.
ccrpus
'
1ST.
In the trial it was shown that the been heard on the measure before it
ing its validity had been exhausted. In and Francis H. Trimble on the bench,
out,
mocourt
the
a
Sheriff
pointed
the meanwhile,
St. Louis amateur balloonist who was
Winstunley asked that
tion filed by E. K. Yates, demanding killed, was the target for Heuwood's
Johnson had been released on bail.
The court did not pass upon the the dismissal of the writ of habeas 'bullets. Kenwood is still awaiting
constitutionality of the law in any corpus be withdrawn and disregard trial on a charge of shooting Von
JOHNlHAMPEL, Proprietor.
ed.
Puhl.
particular.
Yates represented Judge Guthrie in
The court affirmed the decision of
the contempt case.
state court of appeals which held
AN ENTERTAINMENT
The motion purported to be an ac- the
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
that persons divorced in Colorado
WHILE
tion
is
behalf
of
Edwin
Sheriff
WELL WORTH
could legally
a yenrj
within
and alleged that Mr. Nelson
Family Trade Supplied.
ly going to another state to have the
not
should
have
been
from
taken
the
of
SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.
Grace Hayward's dramatization
ceremony performed,
although the
the nnnnlur novel nf fienme Barr Mc- - sheriff's custody upon u writ grant- Colorado law forbids such
marriages
uu uwy within the
Cutcheon's "Graustary," will be the at-- f cu " l"e t"u'1 ul weai
state.
i traction at the Elks'
theatre on Fri-- ' one ot lts three Judses on the bench,
Sheriff Winstanley when informed of
day February 7
Ul motio"TUMULTV
repudiated it.
''UraiiHtark" is' entitled to rank high
Allerton thereupon suggest-among the romantic dramas of the e(1 Juu8e
WILL BE HIS
tllat lf there be no objection, the
Present (lav stage. It is renlete with
case remain in its present status
'
SECRETARY
'iiirong human Interest, is full or lite
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
it is taken up by the state supreme
and spirit, and the comedy element is
court. This suggestion was made, the
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 3. Joseph Pat- I'ltich and enjoyable in evidence. The
court said, because the supreme court rick Tumulty, private
horo of the play, Grenfall Lorry, is a
secretary to:
has jurisdiction where constitutional Governor Wilson, will be
rich young American who pursues a
secretary to
questions are involved.
ihe president after March 4. according
nysteriouB Miss Guggenslaker across
Mr. Nelson was held guilty of con- - ;to an announcement
by President- two continents to her home in the litWilson
for
elect
the
an
of
tempt
article
where
today,
the
of
publication
tle country
"Graustark,"
The president-elec- t
offered Mr.
attractive young lady is a reigning about a divorce case. The introduc- of evidence to substantiate the multy the secretaryship a week ago,
The princess is about to
princess.
marry a man for whom she has a article was not permitted bv the court 'aud the latter accepted today. Tumul- ty has been associated with Mr. Wilnatural antipathy, in order to free her at the hearing Saturday.
son since the gubernatorial campaign
country from a burdensome and opthree years ago. He became his pri- pressive debt. The rich American, "ANTI-TRUST- "
vate secretary when Mr. Wilson was
DISTRIBUTOR OF
however, nfter having Baved the life
governor, but resigned last
of the young ruler, conies to the res- BILLS HEARD elected
November to become clerk of the
cue and saves the nation from bankstate supreme court at a salary of
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
ruptcy and insolvency by paying the
N.
3.
Feb.
The
senate
J.,
Trenton,
$6,000 a position to which he was apdebt. As a matter of course the ac- committee on
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
today began pointed by the governor.
judiciary
conHe
commodating American is enabled to its hearing on Governor Wilson's sevwater. Agent for Manilou Spring Mineral Water. , ?
tinued, however, to discharge the duinduce the princess to banish all an- - en
t
bilFs which were intro- Tuof
ties
without
secretary
salary.
35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE
cestrai prejudices and to become ins cuiceti uy senat0r Davis, the Demo- multy has been In charge of the gov- wife.
cratic leader.
The company presenting this ro-- ,
The advocates of the bills were
play has been engaged by the en thirty minutes and the oppouentb
United Piny company from the ranks an hour and a half, but no one spoke
of the best people in the profession, for the bills, although several
the scenery and equipment has sons who favored them were present,
been acknowledged by press and pub-- i
When the opposition
was called,
s
lie to bo the best ever seen in the j William I. Lewis, counsel for the
Oil company, said he did not
the
water
sason.
entire
::"
appear in opposition to the bills as a
whole but rather to suggest what he
DUNNE FAVORS
considered
desirable changes. The
r
in the
FRANK CHANCE, the highest salaried baseball
same attitude was taken by Richard
INITIATIVE
V. Lindaburg, counsel for the United
world, is getting ready to start east from his Glendorn, California orange
for the 1913 race for the pe
rnnch, to prepare the New York
States Steel corporation and other
Springfield, Hi., Feb. 3. Edward F. concerns.
nant. When he isn't playing baseball Chance can be found on his farm,
to
first
Democrat
the
hold
the
Dunne,
where the New Mexican photograpliet located him when he snapped the
Mr.
the bills
clice since the close of the term of would Lewis saida he thought
from
accompanying picture. Chance and hip wife are standing on the front porch
manufacturer
prohibit
V.
in
S!)7, was today
Altgeld.
ci
their unpretentious California bungalow, which looks more like t'ie resi- John
his entire output to a single
selling
dence of a $100 a month clerk than the home of a $25,000 a year baseball Inaugurated governor of Illinois. The customer.
This, he thought, should
inaugural was delayed a month by the be
star.
changed. Mr. Lewis also thought
which was
speakership deadlock
the bills tended to force cash transacknows
Most,
Frank
Tlie first- mory, Hie one about broken last wttk.
everybody
He criticized the
tions.
of
baseball
sessions
The
will
the
Chance,
player.
legislaturs
Chance, the farmer, and the "Cub"
bill" because it prohibited dis- "price
bal-ranch(
continue through the week. The
Few know Frank Chance,
crimination in
will be published in the New
ranch
between differ
r. an.
loting on the United States senator-- f ent sections of prices
the state except for
The
tomorrow.
Mexkan
following
The New Mexican is going to tell
hips is expected to begin February the difference in the cost of transporyou all about the "dub' Ranch," where day the interview with Mrs. Chance 11th.
tation.
the famous baseball leader spends his vill appear.
Springfield, 111., Feb. 3. Immediate
Mr. Lindabury thought Mr. Lewis
the
nation-the
to
isn't
when
want
about
know
if
he
t;me
playing
you
eractment of legislation giving all put too strict an interpretation on the
to
baseball
tell
are
'home
life of the greatest
you
al game. We
going
cities the right to build or buy and
bill" which he believed should
about Farmer Chance. There will . layer of the present day; the mat. to operate their public utilities, and "price
De construed reasonable to carry its
t.o be a story ofMrs. Chance about, who draws down $25,01)0 a year for an amendment to the constitution to
of preventing mon-vhom little has been written because riloting th New York Americans, '011 rbtain the iuitia fve aud referendum express purpose
opoly.
New
nou t want to miss tomorrow's
phe doesn't believe in interviews
were recommended,
among other
the spotlight.
Mexican.
F.
Governor
Edward
things
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
by
Imnne, in his inaugural address to .utrAiuaii, lue ydyer iimi uuuois tin
federal court of northern Illinois,
the legislature today.
the time and works for the upbuildHIGHEST COURT
Governor Dunne says that most ing of our new State.
Chicago, III., Feb. .3 As a result
I
of the dismissal of Jack Johnson's ap-- cities may not be ready as jfet to
RULES
Wilkerson operate other than waterworks"
To
peal, District Attorney
it will not pay you to waste your
JACK
said today that the cases against the carry out the plan of municipal owner--t time writing
out your legal form
imme-I
be
tried
would
negro pugilist
hhip, cities should be empowered to when you can get them already printSPLENDID CAST,
3
was
D.
arrested
iss"Ue bonds subject to a referendum
The diately. When Johnson
C, Feb.
Washington,
ed at the New Mexican
Printing
INCLUDING
supreme court today dismissed the after his indictment charged with tmd reasonable safeguards.
Company.
appeal of Jack Johnson, the negro violating the- - Mann act, release on a
pugilist, Indicted in Chicago on a writ of habeas corpus was denied. In
Change of Program at the Elk's
Scratch Pads ai si! descriptions an'
Now,
"Bronco Billy's Love Affair," all qualities, 10 pounds for JO cent
75c,
charge of violating the federal white appealing to the United States suattacked
the
the
of
the preme court, Johnson
decision
slave act, from
New Mexican office.
"By the Sea," "The Divorce."
,
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Production Complete to the Minutest Detail
Miss Louiszita Valentine and Mr. Lawrence Evart

Prices, 50c,

$1.00, $1.50.

Seats Ready

Fischer's Drug Store.

FEBRAUARY

MONDAY,

"

?"

ion

SOCIAL CALENDAR.
February 3 (Monday) Dance at
8:30 p. m. at Fireman's hall, Riven
by Young Men's Spanish club.
February 4 (Tuesday) First annual charity ball tinder the auspices
o the Woman's Hoard of Trade at the
Scottish Kite cathedral.
February 7 (Friday) (Iraustark,
at the Elks' theater.
February 14 (Friday) Elks' masquerade ball, "Valentino Night". Favors for the most attractive or
Elks' guests will
"unique" costume.
be admitted if names are sent In during the coming week.

SPECIAL PRICES IN ALL DEPARTMENTS!
r
Men's, Ladies' and Children's
Ready-to-VVea-

Dress Trimmings, Etc.
NEW LINE OF

SILKS, SATIN CriARMOUSE, CREPE
METEOR and FANCY FOULARDS
FOR EVENING WEAR.
AT COST
WE ARE CLOSING OUT ALL WINTER GOODS

SEE

.A. 1ST 3D

TJS

BROS COMPANY

" AT CI.FARINU

125 Palace Ave

.

TRUST CO.

&

DRESSMAKING
Parlors No. I Lincoln Avenue

Pharmacy.

Woman's
Tomorrow The
Christian .Temperance union will hold
hold their regular meeting at their
loom, 125 Palace avenue, at :i p. m.,
'''uesday, February Hli. All members
who can do so will please attend.
afternoon
Fresh
delivery,
eggs,
same day as laid; fifty cents a dozen.
Telephone 207 W. Frank Owen.
See Bronco Billy's Love Affair, at
the Elks tonight.
The Wrong Date was given in the
announcement for the next meeting
of the Art, Music and Literature department of the Woman's Club. The
meeting will be held at the Club
rooms on Thursday, February, l:;th,
imitead of February lit Ii.
Get a good rig. No old wornout
livery horses. Williams, of the Star
Purn, has new stock.
Schools Superintendent .1.
Visits
V. Conway held two rousing parents'!
meetings at upper and lower .Nanibe
last Friday, and took photographs of
the pupils for use in rural school exhibit to be held in tills city, Friday,
February 21st. The superintendent,
will leave Monday morning for Gold-en, San Pedro and Estancia valley
Meet

.(OWOSITK Kt.K'S IJflMK)
INSURE

MISS MARY HANSEN

Want a Fine Residence Lot

Do You

in time to give his exhibition of line
shooting. He will he here next Friday, February 7th.
Remember the time, Friday, February 7th the place, the lints behind

RS2UBSB1
WITH HAY WARD AND REST CONTENT.

For Building: or Investment Purposes

?

?

foot lots, making a
WE ARE OFFERING six twenty-fivtract 150x150 feet, with South Front, and situate in
South part of City just West of Galisteo Street,
at Snap Price for Quick Cash Sale
e

Fort Marcy, and the man, Captain
Mrs. M. L. Newcomer, of Albuquer!
lardy. Kvcrypne who wants to see
que is registered at the Palace.
an exhibition of line target practice'
Mrs. Edward Morrison, of Los AnB.
is invited.
geles, California, is a sightseer in the
scored
success
The signal
by
city.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
A. li. Manby, the well known ranch'Oiaustark" the past three seasons,
"
er of Taos, is at the Palace.
should induce theatergoers to fortify
iFirS REAL ESTATE,:ifA WARD HAS IT.
themselves for its coming engage- PER
David Charles Collier,
menl at the Elks' theater by reserva- prominent
real estate owner on the. coast, and
tion in advance. The same standard
of excellence applies to "ttraustaik"
president of the San Diego twelve
liiillion dollar exposition, arrived Sat
scenically, and as for a presenting!
is
which if anything,
company,
urday night from Colorado His home
la in San Diego, but he has
been
stronger this year. Friday, Feb. 7.
we
New
to
SELIGMAN BROTHERS CO. are to-- ;
touring the Southwest speaking
!
for
day offering you something new. See
legislatures on the importance of cerat the San
tain states exhibiting
their ad. in another column.
New
Mr. ColDiego "unique" exposition.
of
full
a
lier owns lands in New Mexico and
LARGE PROPERTIES SOLD
all
us,
has opened a real estate office in this
FOR TWENTY MILLIONScity. Col. Collier is stopping at the districts.
be
will
MilNew
8.
Tins
Wis., Feb.
SCHOOL BOYS NOTICE. Be wise! Milwaukee, West
Montezuma.
Allis properties of
waukee and
Summers Burkhart, legal adviser to tmd consult Pflueger's new ad. Some-- ;
I Will Trade With
the Allis Chalmers company were to. C. YONTZ, SAN
ST.
l,the governor and well known attorney! thing new for you.
commaster
a
sold
special
by
We Deliver the Goods Whatever day
of Albuquerque, arrived in the city
of
H. McC lenient,
to
J.
missioner
on business.
He is at the Montezuma. vour purchase may he, in whatever;
the reorganization committee and repD. Draper, the well known bus! section of the city you reside, we ll
the buyers committee, for
is at the deliver to your door, uur service win resenting
l ess man ot Albuquerque,
$20,500,000.
Montezuma.
please you. Zook s Pharmacy.
Another meeting ot the State HortiMr. and Mrs. George W. Hantz, Jr.,
land Mrs. M. Keck, of Allentown, Pa-- cultural society will be held this even-- UNCLE SAM TO PROSECUTE
SHOE COMPANY'S OFFICERS
are sightseers in the city. They have lug at 7:30 o'clock at the office ot the!
.
come in search of sunshine and mild-- ; Water and Light company, and every-r
(Continued from page one).
or weather for the east is very cold hnrtv interested is invited to be orescut as plans for the fair to be held
and gloomy just now, they say.
should be any worse
Former Mounted Policeman A. A. '.his year will be gone over and prelim llective business
its
component
parts.
than
towards
looking
Sena, of Las Vegas, is a visitor in the Inary arrangements
"We can Bee no greater objection to
the appointment of permanent commit
city. He is at the Palace.
70 per
Mr. and Mrs. Ramon Sandoval, of tees and other important details ar the corporation manufacturing
groups of
cf lit of three
Cerrillos, are visitors in the city, mned
Eleaantlv Furnished Rooms for rent. patented machines collectively used
They are registered at the Coronado
The finest rooms in the city, having for making a single product, than to
hotel.
electric light, steam heat and baths. - three corporations making the same
The European Hotel, centrally lo- pioduct, than to three corporations!
"COTTON" BILL IS
State Progressive Headquar- - making the same proportion of one,
FAVORABLY REPORTED. cated.
hotel.
in
the
ters
group each. The disintegration aim-- ;
Washington. D. C, Feb. 3. When
was
openeo.
market
ed at by the statue does not extend to
to
date
An
up
the house bill to give the court of
in the Modern reducing all manufacture to isolated
claims jurisdiction over claims for ion Wednesday morning
A line or me
very ueni units of the lowest degree."
a
nMtnn a.,!..;..-- t r
rt,, 1. a,.r. cf...- Gl'OCCry
m
nsn anu puum-The justice concluded the opinion
meats,
fresh
after the close of the civil war was
on hand and your trade is so-- i by holding Uiat the criminal appeals
favorably reported to the senate to-- j always
and act had not been repealed by the juto licited. The fixtures are ordered
day, Senator Sutherland sought
will be of the dicial code which went into effect Janhave it considered but on objection are on the way. They
most modern and sanitary style and uary 1, 1912, and therefore, the su- by Senator Crawford it went over. It
Modern preme court had jurisdiction to review
will assist in making the
re-I
carries a provision waiving the
to do your the ,jensjon 0f the lower court in
the
place
logical
Grocery
quirement that the claimants estab-- i
the case.
shopping.
lish loyalty.
A first class rig costs no more than
j
Largest Slaughter Qf Men's and Boys' Shoes Ever
justice Holmes announcing the una- 1!!irn
out
htar
worn
the
horses,
said
ihe
r imous decision of the court,
Attempted in Santa Fe.
BREAK IN RIVER
horses in town.- - Phone (hat the ,mvpr
,.ef,arae(i the in- MAY WORK HAVOC. has the best
Main II!!).
All
idlctment as merely referring to the
Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 3. Advices
Hotel Arrivals Owing to organization of the company, not to
Those
from Beulah, Miss., today say that the
difficulty one experiences in at ,tie ..tyng cimiHe leases. That being
500 additional feet of the Mississippi
M
to read the signatures
&
case he a(ided, the supreme court
Odd
tempting
river near that place have gave way people who sign hotel registers, me tie
litust
accept that interpretation with- at noon, making the crevasse 1,100 New Mexican has requested the var- - out nuestion.
He said this reduced
feet wide. The water, it is feared, lious clerks to make out their
case (Q ft n,.row 00mpnss and
owning
will flood between 300,000 and 400,-typewritten lists of names which will r,ointP(i 0ut that the several groups:
000 acres of land.
be printed each day. If the traveling fconiu;nea j the organization of the
BOO
About
families, mostly negroes, public is not pleased at the spelling U,nit(J(1 shoe
jraohinery were non-lo204
will be affected by the new break.
their names, will they communi-- COmpef.tve.
The justice declared
or
Avenue.
Palace
West
icate with the hotel proprietors
Sierman aw (jjj not contemplate
TWO WOMEN DIE BY FIRE.
smallest
the
business
of
tempt to write plainly.
by
doing
jt,e
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 3. Mrs.
Call Main 139 and get gooo sern ,e, ;Tl0S!)i)le isolated units.
Two indict
Alice Hopkins of Denver, and Mrs. good hacks, and you will gel there in ments were brought against the shoe
Alary Kitcnen, patients at a private time.
machinery officials. The delusion toto
Banitarium here, were burned
THAT BOY needs shoes that win day concerns only one of the, indictdeath today. They are believed to withstand all liinds of weather. See ments.
I
THE AMERICAN"!
in another column,
have set fire to their, bedding.
jl llueger's new ad. Lent
is coming
Lent Is Coming
THANKFUL HE WAS NOT BORN
lit begins Ash Wednesday, February
A WOMAN.
5
and there are certain regulations
The late Lawson Tait, of England,
I
KAUNE &
H.
l'cr various church members. A print-- the great woman's
doctor, said he
el list of rules was read in all the t.ever went to bed at night without
Catholic churches of the archdiocese thanking heaven he was not born a
Where Quality Governs the Price
yesterday probably throughout the woman. No doctor ever knew better
world. As a general rule, all those than he what women have to suffer
and Price the Quality
from the ages of 21 to 00 are obliged at some times of their lives. It was
to fast if their physical condition will mi American woman long since passed
sim-- j
permit. They must also abstain from to her reward who introduced a
eating meat on fast days. Those who pie combination of rootB pud herbs "
MARK
do not fast will abstain from meat on failed Lydia E. Pinkham'o Vegetable
v T2ADE MARK' WTER
j
Wednesday and Fridays, and also the Compound, that has proved wonderfirst Saturday and last Saturday oi fully successful in mitigating sufferLent. Further details will be an- ing and curing diseases of women. It
be
has brought unspeakable relief to
nounced tomorrow.
of women who suffered
has restocked the thousands
Williams
W.
A.
goods
female ills.
You know what that
Barn.
Star
of
means: No wornout horses.
power of first-clas- s
only realized the business-buildinHeard Over the Phone Many a.i
order "is heard over the phone" at
'stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
cur store. It is one of the ways In
which folks enjoy purchasing quality
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
is
drug store goods from us. Zooli's

JOSEPH

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

'lie

'

have
Year
That the
each
entered
maybe
just
and every one a Happy
Health and Prosperity. With
Year, year
and hoping your
shown
favors
for
thanks

OUR WISH

fSiSCO

Business

Does a General Banking

Your Patronage Solicited

JANUARY SHOE SALE

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

B. LAMY, Vice - President.

J.

PHONE 810

Year Resolution

CAPITAL 850,000 00

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

PRICES!"

210 5AN FRANCISCO 5T.

'

UNITED STATES BANK

GO

GOODS

DRY

JANUARY CLEARING SALE

INDHARDTV

Phone and Say it
Step to th
Whether you need a necessity or luxury, you can depend upon our phone
service and prompt delivery. Zook's

SEU6NUN

ADOLF

ARTICLES
Electric Reading
Brass
Hammered
THE WEATHER.
Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
For
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb.
Lamps; Desk Sets In Hammered
Fair wealher toNew .Mexico:
Letter Racks;
Brass and Copper;
not
and
and
Tuesday
night,
Cutters; Rocker Blotters;
Paper
in
much change
temperature.
Racks;
Hammered Calendars; Tie
Whisk Broom Holders; Etched Match
and
Hammered
Copper
Holders;
IN TELEPHONING
Brass Bowls and Trays; Belt Pins;
The New Mexican, if your business Bar Pins; Hat
Pins; Candle Sticks.
is about advertising, subscriptions or
made on short notice.
" If Special orders
iAk vaau nl3e
rati nn m
A
I
you wish to speak to the editor or give
1
any news, please phone "31 J."
A

Embroideries,

SELICIN

Crafts

lArls
HAND-MAD-

(Owing to the great interest manl
fested in the Persona1. Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") items for
this column.
By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Conv
Mexican and on their friends.
munlcatlons sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

Spring Ginghams, Percales,
Batistes, Laces and

CALL

LOCAL ITEMS.

PERSONALS

first showing of

g
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j

j

DON DIEGO ADDITION

I TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
I
In Precinct No. 4 (South Side)

j
j

See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

V,

'

O. C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY

REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

BONDS.

tM

MULLIGAN & RISING,

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

GASPER ST.

Telephone

9

B. TONNIES,
ivJILli

CI

S.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

104 DON

SPOT CASH OISTLIT

at-th- e

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

of

At Cost Standard Lines
Sizes Styles
Below Cost

f

Next Door to Postoff ice.

Hacks and Baggage

j

j

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

j

1

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

!

j

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 San Francisco St.,

nun m

-

1

W

'

rTsllK

j

Your Best Resolution

FERTILIZERS
FINELY GROUND

FOR

Lawn Dressing,

ETC.
LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES,
. . .
$2.50
per cwt ,' .

...

...

.

2.95
2.75

.

3.00

and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt.,
Blood

.

Im

GORMLEY'S

GENERAL STORE,

V

SANTA FE, NEW MEX.
Telephone 19 W .

WHY NOT BUY

Useful

I Lasting

Presents

?

the season when people' are buying things, either to
make others happy or to add to' their own comfort
Just a
word: Why not get presents of lasting value for the home? We
have all kinds of furniture to appeal to- - your taste OAK,

This

la

Also some VERY
MAHOGANY, WALNUT, and WICKER.
FINE, LARGE RUGS. All at much reduced prices. Look also
at our NEW CHINA SETS and CUPS and SAUCERS, etc.
They are superb and will make any table look glorious. Call on

us during your shopping journey.

THE AKERS WAGNER

.

FURNITURE

to buy your
this year on a
basis quality, not
price alone. That
will lead you to our
door, because there
no store which
Will

sells

ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.

CO.

j

QUALITY GOODS

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
g:

MAYES

Pharmacy.

not get
Worthy Cause and let us
too bnsv or too weary or too poor of
nii?ii br.T-- t or nurse for our Charity
cheap
Ball tomorrow, Tuesday evening, Febbedo
ruary 4th- It appeals to all and
Fire, Life,! Accident
manageand
direction
the
under
ing
economical
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
ment of the Woman's Board of Trade
funds colthe
that
assurance
gives
lected will be distributed fairly and
or
justly and without discrimination
of
partiality. The ladies in .charge
City Property, Farms
the ball have every reason to expect
and
sold
tickets
of
number
the
from
you
Ranches, Orchards
the general interest that the affair
Land drants.
success socially and
EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE will be a grand
to
the
close
a
fitting
financially and
It
Lent.
before
season
social
IN THE BEGINNING!
will be a treat to hear the organ
in the Scottish Rite cathedral again
and Mrs. Van Stone who will play is
Of
not only a musician of taste and exand
perience but a general favorite SanKAUNE & GO. dearly beloved by the peopleof
H.
Telephone 194 W.f Room 24
ta Fe.
Automobiles v.111 break down, even
LAUGIILIN building,
the best of them, and that is what
happened to Captain Hardy last week
- NEW MEXICO
c that be could sot reach Santa Fe SANTA EE- for

so reasonably. And

remember, during
this year that
goods not always
in
prove
the end. Put your
buyingon this basis:
It is the thing that
pays in the end,
which pays
atall

INSURANCE

A

i

REAl

arj

Lowest

SafeOualitv.

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

m

ESTATE

(Fac-Simil-

e

Water-Mark-

)

The De Luxe Business Paper

Etc'

All Kinds.

Where Prices

'

-

Surety" Bonds

S.

(

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
character--impressivene-

and all that makes stationery

ss,

really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.

Let us show you samples.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AG6!NISSanU Fe, N. M.
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The Oldest Bank in Hie Slate.

Organized

in 1870.

Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing conditions.
This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank Is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened.
Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
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anyhow?
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a job of railroading. I got to be a
no other.
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Change
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Just Try a New Mexican Want Ad the time and works for the upbuild,
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but I did my best. They had no air if you viant auick returns.
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William Jennings Bryan, Nebraska,! Wiley, born in Indiana, now a
He now announces Unit after the first
lot February t he prices on the Tung-U'eorator, editor, thrice can- dent of Washington, D. C; former
'jidate for president, eternal foe of chief chemist of United Stales neririillamps will be us follows: Sixty
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depressing
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For
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registered for many of the standard ,7 than Santa Fe.
find Maj. Gen. Barry are most con- - son, Austin, Texas, has represented
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stocks, but the day's losses were
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ectrical supply part of the Sanla Fe Yavalpai county, classed with the
ty Francisco Dominguez, Eddy counWater and Light company six months Conservatives, was chosen to fill the
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ty; Alpheus Haniby, Rio Arriba counago he made the statement that lie place which Bradner had occupied
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ty; Francisco Martinez, Rio Arriba
of during the two previous sessions tho
vould eventually
get the price
While Representative A. Mitchell
of Public In-- i county; Robert Leslie, Sr., Lincoln
State
rainier is being considered for the struct ion Superintendent
tungsien lamps down to a figure that legislature has held since Arizona
Alvan N. White sent out! county;
Francisco Trujillo, Colfax
not at that time look possilde. came a state.
portfolio, he is also under letters today to the heads of the vari- - county; Luis Valarde, Socorro counA. MITCHELL PALM ICR.
WILLIAM G. McADOO...
consideration
for attorney general. ous institutions of
learning in New ty; Luz Rohles, Don Ana county;
Samuel Unterniyer, a New Y'ork law- Mexico
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Bernalillo
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yer, Virginian by birth, money trust information when
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EVERBODY
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Torres, Lincoln county; Dosoteo
tion lawyers in America, is also in capital
meet
called by Governor McDon- - Romero, Lincoln ounty.
IS OOIN(i
Wilson's eye for this job. So is Louis aid. ing
Mr. White states thai data on
JOHN B. McMANUS,
TO THE
Dembitz Brandeis, "the people's
the attendance at the various colleges
Superintendent.
of Boston. Another possibility and schools is
desired, such as tlj
PHARMACY BOARD.
The Ladies Like to Wear Flowers.
is Edwin R. Walker, chancellor of New
name, address, age, date of entrance,
The New Mexico Board of PharJersey; prominent lawyer, jurist and date of withdrawal, etc., of th? varimacy will meet in Santa Fe, March
friend of Woodrow Wilson, when Wil- ous
students, as the various senate - 4, .", and 6, 1913. for examination
son as governor was cleaning politi- committees
wish information-THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone 12
of applicants. Violation
should " be
cal house in New Jersey.
STATE FLOWER.
promptly reported to the undersigned
most
the
For
in
The
of
education
has
important
position
department
.
ai. Albuquerque.
the cabinet from the standpoint of the received a "floral map" showing the
Applicants must report at 9:00 a.
the
interior
people's greatest interest,
flowers of each state in the union. r.i. at 7nnlr'a
T,
'
department, Herbert Quick, John The map states that the cactus bbum BrTPP
'.
n
Burke and Jerry B.
Sullivan
are has been "suggested" for New Meximacy,, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
co but not. yet adopted.
being considered.
It is said
-.
AIAJ. GEX. THOS. II. BARRY.
COL. GEORGE W. GOETHALS.
Herbert S. Quick, born in Iowa, that the school children of this snte
Two Cars
Two Cars
in
lives
Nebraska
and
favored this as the emblem of the
now; lawyer
FOR SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE
state but that no official
editor; inland waterways enthusiast;
progressive; enemy of grafters aud
adoption has been made. There is
some opposition to the cactus emblem,
John Burke, born in Iowa, now lives by the way.
London, Feb. 3 The suffragettes
in North Dakota; lay wer, progressive
GETS CERTIFICATE.
are
planning "war" in London accord-linof
North
Dakota
three
coventor
Game and Fish Warden Trinidad
to announcement by Mrs. Pank-- j
terms.
C. de Baca today received his certifihurst today.
B. Sullivan, De? Moines, Iowa; cate of membership
in
the
American
Jerry
Received.
"The militant suffragettes," said
Received.
orator, progressive; once Fisheries Society, a national associa- Mrs.
'awyer,
Pankhurst, "are preparing all
democratic candidate for governor of tion.
sorts of effective strokes. The gov-- I
Iowa.
Discussing the effect of the heavy ernment must
quickly give us the
Two men are most prominent in
vote or go. The women will use ev-- !
f
Wilson's mind for the agriculture
Deputy Otero were enthusiastic
method constitutional, as well as
retaryship, according to report. One over the good it will do, making ery
l: Prof. Liberty Hyde Bailey, born in abundant the grass for animals and unconstitutional, to turn the cabinet
out."
.Michigan; now director of agricultur- the live food in the stream for the
Detectives in great numbers are on
New
al college at Cornell university,
A bountiful supply of water in
fish.
I
DR. H. W- - WILEY.
York. The other is Dr, Harvey W. the streams will also delight the an- - watch in all the London streets, but
H. BAILEY.
PROF.
the suffragettes continue their sucglers next summer, they say.
cessful raids. The contents of thirty
FOR ATTORNFY GENERAL.
CLANCY LIKES VEGETATION.
letter boxes were destroyed today,
General
Assistant Attorney
Harry but the perpetrators of the
outrages
Clancy is the envy of other officials
without detection.
One Car
today because it has been discovered escaped
j he has a beautiful young
palm in his
One Car
office. The palm is growing in an at-tractively decorated flower pot of
huge proportions.
are
On either side, as handles,
FRUITS, VEGETABLES
ram and as
heads of a Roman-noseVEGETABLES
a.Tbas relief" are flamingoes and os-- j
AND
triches. When asked the name of the
AND FRUITS
admirer who sent him this delightful
HAWAIAN PINEAPPLES
of "languorous
southern
and
California" Mr. Clancy smiled
It is said,
again smiled cynically.
however, that the keen eye of the as- EDWIN
WALKER.
LOUIS D. BRANDEIS.
SAMUEL UNTERMYER.
sistant attorney general was roaming
around a room in the basement of the
FOR SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
capitol and spied this palm which was
shedding its green rays on an unap- preciative audience of musty records
and. brooms. He '"subpoenaed" two
employes to transport the affair to his
office where the warm rays of a
sun shall play throughout the
day.
STATE PENITENTIARY.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 1, 1913.
To All Concerned:
The following persons having servHIGH-GRADed their minimum sentences or whose
CUR SCHOOL SHOES
minimum sentence will expire shortly, r
have applied for parole.
Action on
ARE SURE REPEATERS
same will be taken at the meeting
B.
JERRY
SULLIVAN.
of
of
the
commis
board
HERBERT QUICK.
penitentiary
JOHN BURKE.
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ness of our School Shoes.
We know they're good and
if we fit the Boy or Girl just
once you'll know it tool

THOHfao

That Leaky Faucet

XFWTOX

CHARLES R. CRANE.

BAKER.

notice; we shall
cheerfully execute repair jobs and give them
our careful attention.
We also ask you to
bear us in mind when you install your
bathroom.
Large or small as the job may
be we want it and we w!!l do the work
We also install the celebrated
right.
"Standard" baths, lavatories and sink which
are guaranteed by the manufacturers.

WE PASS THEM?
posing sentence.
ASKS OLD GUARD
Any such officer who shall wilfully
ON NEW SALARY BILLS. fail or neglect to discharge the duties
of his office, upon conviction thereof
shall be punished by a fine of not more
(Continued from page one).
than one thousand dollars or by imdistrict attorneys, proper receipts forj prisonment for not more than six
al! such remittances, and shall credit mouths, or both, and In addition therebe summarily removed from
j to shall
s?me to the county salary fund.
office by the court imposing sentence.
Sec. 6. Any district attorney who
shall fail to account for or pay over Any such officer wno shall wilfully
a? required by this act, any and all swear falsely as to any account re- fees, commissions or monies earned quired by this act to be rendered un-- !
him or coming into his hands by der oath, shall be deemed guilty of
virtue of his office, shall be deemed perjury, and upon conviction thereof
guilty of embezzlement, and upon con- - shall be punished by imprisonment for
viction thereof shall be punished by a not less than two nor more than five
fine of not more than five thousand years, and shall be summarily removor by imprisonment for not ed from office by the court imposing
i dollars
rJre than five years, or both, and In sentence.
iddition thereto shall be summarily
Sec. 7. All provisions of this act
removed from office by the court ira- - shall be construed as applicable from
ICAN
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The combination of high grade fixtures
and our way of installing them makes a beau-

'StandanT 'UmkU" Lwitory

Santa Fe Hardware 4 Supply

Co.

DANIELS.

ALBERT S. BURLESON.
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CALF

BOX

OR

HEAVY TANS, PAT- ENT CALF FOR HIS DRESS
SHOES. BUTTON OR

ASIATIC BILL

CHER

IS PASSEO
Sacramento, Calif., Feb. 3. Asiatic
exclusion received the approval of the
California legislature today when the
lower house unanimously adopted a
senate joint resolution calling upon
congress to paBs the bill introduced

Raker, excluding
by Congressman
"Asiatic and pauper" labor.
STANDPATTERS FAIL TO
The only oppositioq to the measure
GET EXECUTIVE SESSION. in debate c e from a southern CaliWashington, D. c, Feb. w. Repub- fornia membei; who said the orange
lican senators failed again today, by growers depended upon the Japanese!
a tie vote, to secure an executive ses- for the gathering of their crops and
that exclusion should not be enforced
sion to take up President Taft's
'
until the Japanese had been replaced.
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NEW

the date of qualification by the several
district attorneys elected at the first
general election held under the consti
tution of the state.
Sec. 8. That it is necessary for the
pieservation of the public peace and
safety, of the inhabitants of the state
of New Mexico, that the provisions
oi .this act shall become effective at
the earliest possible time, and therefore an emergency is hereby declared
tn exist, and this act shall take ef- ftc' and he in full force and effect
from and after its passage.
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GUN METAL,

JOSEPHUS

FOR SECRETARY OF COMMERCE AND LABOR.
NEWTON D. BAKER OR W. G. M'ADOO.
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had.

They're the best I ever saw.
This is sure proof of the good- -
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tiful bathroom of which the sanitary security
is certain.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
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another pair of those good
shoes, just like the last ones
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